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The Wisdom of all Golden Ages
The eternal law of Source, Love and Light!
FINALLY, A REVOLUTIONARY BOOK ABOUT LOVE!
Book 4 in the GRRRRR series as a continuation from our Source-Field
discoveries in book 1
and the previous book 3 shows how Jesus saved us through what we
discovered is a ¨Holy Ghost mercy covenant¨ sealed with his blood on the
cross, but the question then arises: What will be the law when sin is no
more? What will be the teaching that unites the world in the messianic
Kingdom of God? How can there be no more sin, polarities, war, suffering,
starvation or disease? What is the deep mystery-teachings of the 1st century
Christians???
I will tell you what I re-discovered!
Now revealed for the first time since Christ!
As first re-discovered by Thomas Eidsaa!

Copyright by Thomas Eidsaa. 2019 Cover by Thomas Eidsaa.
No part in this publication may be used or transmitted in any way without the
expressed written consent of the publisher, except for short excerpts for the use in
reviews.
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The ¨GRRRRR¨ series, by Thomas Eidsaa:
The 6 book GRRRRR series, or ¨The Great Romantic Revivalist Reformation
Revolution Renaissance¨ book series, is the lion`s roaring wake-up call for all Christian
truth-seekers to unite in an ever-changing world, an eye-opening 21st century upgrade
of Christianity which I saw much needed, detailing my research into neo-charismatic
theology, apologetics, ontological arguments, the problem of evil, eschatology, and
conspiracy theories of great importance to every Christian.
Things we are too afraid to talk about… With Luke 12:3 and Hebrews 12:27 as
inspiration. All books are one-of-a-kind blockbuster compendium of never-before
published content I saw myself imbued to write, with passion for revival in the Church,
because I happened to have that knowledge. Thank you God with dedications…
It is a work aimed at waking YOU up to the evil you never thought existed.
¨What you don`t know can still kill you¨, and being a Thomas, I took this authorship
upon me as doubter at first, but found Christianity to be the most viable faith…
My books are a guide, and a compendium of all important topics relating to the radical
Christian faith in a dangerous, unpredictable 21st century change of Europe.
I take the reader on an amazing journey – re-discovering 1st century Nazarene
knowledge and philosophy with 21st century science, theology and societal problems
as an ailment to society. My work can be seen as a paradigm shift or a reformation of
Christianity in an age where we watch YouTube movies about occultism and
conspiracy theory, yet never hear it preached in Church, and I truly, personally believe
the knowledge herein will create peace on Earth if acted upon, being a pacifist myself.
I believe Christians hold the sole responsibility for the Earth and must act as such.
To eliminate polarities and create peace, I have therefore created the Ontological,
Metaphysical Law of Source, Love and Light, which I hope will be the universal,
humanistic, inter-religious, and scientific ¨conduit of all things¨ for the future; the
bedrock of a Golden Age Utopia, upon which all differences are set aside.
I also believe the neo-charismatic Christians deserve their own theology, unity and
nation by now, being the largest growing Christian group in the world, which I dedicated
myself to see happen as outlined in the last book, the Kingdom of God, where I outline
a utopian system of Christian governance that I hope can be a light for all nations...
I myself am only a disabled, humble servant of God, and pray for Aarons to wake up
and lead that romantic renaissance parade of love, light and laughter. Yours sincerely
and thank you for buying my book for the mission of knowledge.
Author of the GRRRRR series, Thomas Eidsaa.
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Books in the GRRRRR series.
1. The God Reality – Scientific proof of God. And the scientific religion of
Source, Love and Light.
2. The Reformation of Christianity – Conservative theology in the 21st
century.
3. The mysteries of Jesus and how he was the messiah, God, Jesus,
Lucifer and the ritual of the cross explained.
4. The metaphysical law of Source, Love and Light, the wisdom of all
golden ages.
5. The secrets of Revelations, the Christian conspirasies!
6. The Kingdom of God – the path yet ahead.

Other books:
The People`s Army`s Revolution – The Battleplan against the New
World Order!
- How to make the world`s best Orgonite – All mistakes so you don`t have
to.
(I have two more books under pen-names, but you`ll have to discover them
yourself, which might be very impossible.)
-
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Preface by author:
Hi! My name is Thomas Eidsaa, a self-educated author into Christian, and
conspiracy-theory topics.
I demand three things. 1 That the awakened create a New Earth Nation.com Ubuntu
village of contributionism like a Trojan-horse pallet example so the glass house of
cards will tumble, 2 a Reich-scientist group in Norway. (onlyresultscount.com) 3 And
thus the end the New World Order by mass enlightenment through exposure of the 1
technocratic, 2 cultural and 3 financial elite, focusing on the technocratic elite, e.g
cancer cures, alternative village science, alternative electricity, something all relate
to, thus shaping the future in the lead, not as sheep. The awakened must overtake
any free nation with such a Trojan-horse village society, but all hippies, wizards and
conspiracy-realists must UNITE and focus ALL on ONE nation to get the ball rolling,
ok? Norway would be ideal.
Don`t curse the darkness ¨ah I hate the NWO.¨ No, light a candle instead! Gather the
ambers and the one, single light will expell all darkness, as the NWO glass house of
cards will fall by the uproar of the people. We the people have the OBLIGATION to
be in the LEAD to change our future. The negative forces shaping our current
systems are simply humans like me and you, driven by GUTS and MONEY. It is
simply a matter of who has the most GUTS, and never an armed conflict, this world
being like ¨a TV-show¨. Furthermore: This NWO has replaced common sense and
common ethics with the inversed teachings of all holy books.
Their barbarity, individualism and power-lust!
The call it ¨the only sustainable future and inevitable global order.¨
Really? A non-polarized peaceful world can only come through common human
ethics, the Buddha, Krishna Jesus example, not common social status, income or
common equal intelligence. Period. And that`s the reason I wrote the Law of Source,
Love and Light. All great periods in human history were due to a peope-serving
priesthood whose religion (e.g sacred geometry, astrology, etc) incorporated sacred
philosophy and sacred science. There was never a point in history where science
was not alchemy, magick, secret and SACRED, like the Christian and Egyptian
(Atlantean) religion of the survivors, the religion of the SUN, their monuments still
surrounding us everywhere, baffling us; because we lost our guardian priesthood...
THAT`s our aim. A sustainable ecologically intelligent monastic village trojan horse
civilization. A globalized world is not sustainable AT ALL. The bird-flu, SARS and
Corona virus epidemics prove the NWO is a non-sustainable wildshot. Only an
ethically homogenous world of small, independent towns (cells) of OUR high-tech are
sustainable and could last for tens of thousands of years. Not only do we eliminate
the countless future epidemics, biological mad-scientists, and wars funded by a
global banking elite:
There is simply not oil, and not enough Cobalt for electric car batteries.
The NWO was built to fall: Look at the OTHER hand of illusionist`s cards:
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It is US the FREE BRAVE ONES who shape our world. My mission is an inevitable
future outcome, but I don`t want 20 generations to suffer before they realize their
ancestors were irresponsible and led future generations into a globalized world
doomed to fail OR: Forever be controlled by madscientists of the banking-cartel.
THAT IS WHAT WE ARE FIGHTING!
So, let`s BUILD that village! So, cheer up, light a candle, and stop watching
depressing videos nurturing darkness. Get optimistic, activistic and organized with
your conspiracy-theory friends. Let`s start in your back-yard, let`s start love-and-lightfamily gatherings, think tanks and private schools. Got me? This is the most exciting
time to be alive. Run with it. The mantle is just as much yours as it is mine.
Imagine if all alternative news sectors combined with alternative science in the ¨Tesla
sustainable village project¨ of Tomislav Tesla. We might save 20 generations!
All will WANT our village system of alternative physics, alternative history, and
alternative medicine with free electrical energy, levity-propulsion technology (google
Coral Castle) and simple etheric and herbal cures to every disease. One such village
ignites a hundred more, and the worldwide system collapses.
EVEN now, millions are desperately seeking an exodus from the busy, tiring life of
24/7 work 5 days a week, AWAY from the hectic 5g virtual reality of false friends and
back into REAL friendship and romance with mother nature.
But we must act while the internet is still free. These are the goals I`ve had all my life
(after I decided not to become a politician, yes you can blame me for that).
I wanted to follow Jesus and tread a new, sustainable future pathway, and not end up
like some copy-doll puppet antichrist, of which there are too many. I am willing to die
for you as a MASSIVE target by the misanthropist Sabbatean-Frankist NWO
Illuminati Jesuit conglomerate. THEIR religion is ¨worship yourself.¨ OUR religion is
love; the humanistic codes and strength in UNITY! It`s time you realize it`s not
necessarily me they`re after. They`re after me because I try protecting YOU.
This book is the follow-up of my previous book ¨Jesus, Lucifer and the Ritual of the
Cross Explained. ¨ It is part 4 out of 6 books of GRRRRR, the Great Romantic
Revivalist`s Reformation Revolution Renaissance series.
The original title of this book was the Law of the Future Christ and originally
continued on from how Christ saved us in my book ¨Jesus and the ritual of the cross
explained.¨ The Earth was saved by the Messiah Jesus, but this time we must
discover ¨how can the Bible say the world is free from sin in the global Heavenly
Kingdom?¨ ¨How can sin be no more???¨
How is it possible???
This particular book`s teaching of love and light applies to both the atheist humanist,
and the religious. (Particularly the Christian or Buddhist.)
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Dedicated to the Christian-Hellenistic values of humanism. The front cover of this
book is the symbol of the United Nations human values. The flame of Light, as I
believe this is the Law of Light.
I dedicate this book to all who long for peace, love, enlightenment, understanding,
compassion, care, kindness, and a better world without polarities.
I dedicate this law to would-be messiahs, or ¨future Christ`s.¨
I believe in something called ¨spirit science¨. I believe only in what I can see, just like
Thomas the apostle.
I believe God`s primary emanation in this universe is the sun, and planets called
stars, like we discovered in my previous works.
The Hebrews adored the Heavenly Scroll, or the Mazzaroth.
And now we will take astrotheology, religion, and metaphysics MUCH further than
previously done in the Abrahamic tradition.
This is a work that COMPLETES religion and does not COMPETE with it. Why?
Because this is the inter-religious, common, humanistic law for all, that traverses’
borders, ethnicities and language. It is the wisdom of all Golden Ages, and the law of
the Future Christ.
It has to be.
It is too holy and perfect not to be discovered…
So you are lucky to have this book.
The law was started by Archangel Gabriel who persuaded me to write this book.
Let`s get to it!
Scientifically speaking: There is a relative creator: The source-field, the sun, and the
force of pro-creation/love, as we discovered in the first book of this series: ¨The God
Reality.¨
Therefore: If ¨God¨ IS the creator, he has he has to be: Love and light! We therefore
end up with: ¨1 Source-field, 2 Love and 3 Light = 1 God, the 2 Holy Ghost and 3
Jesus.
I mentioned ¨source-field. ¨ We discovered that God is something called the tachyon
field, or the ¨source-field¨ - a super conscience we are all part of in my book ¨The
God Reality¨. You are a thought inside God, this universe, which basic component
isn`t what you`ve been told at school. The life-field, the ether, prahna, chi, vril,
orgone, scalar, torsion, tachyon or source-field is the tachyon field that gives DNA it`s
genetic code and drives evolution. It forms from sound vibration and constitutes all
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forces of physics, which there are just two of, electromagnetism and gravity. The 2
nuclear forces of physics are a scandalous invention that quantum string theory
cannot add up.
Check out my book, David Wilcock, or Michael Tellinger if interested!
I hypothesize how the Source-Field drives evolution, is an intelligent field, and must
therefore be God. I lay proof of how it creates DNA in my book ¨The God Reality¨, but
this will not be a book about science, but of love.
Friends have asked me to start a church and call it ¨Church of love and light. ¨ It
would be cool if the law of love, and light could hit the streets. Either in its Christian,
New-Age, or humanist-atheist form.
Join me for a ride! And be as eternal as the sun.
Join ¨Church of Light¨. Or COL. Be cool!!!
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The Source Field Investigations by David Wilcock.
A kind hippie gave me David Wilcock`s Source Field Investigations, a book that was
the first of its kind. It`s revolutionary content stunned me. Here was proof of God!!! I
was at YWAM Kona Hawaii in 2012, the year it came out. After I was thrown out of
school, I ended up on a harsh, messianic journey that continues until today.
The Source Field Investigations is the greatest spirit-science book that I ever read,
and nothing comes close. I encourage everyone I meet to read it. It should be
elementary-school-stuff. People should go like ¨Ah! God exists, that was proven in
the 1600s by Leeuwenheuk! ¨
God exists, is a measurable field, and God drives evolution/creates all species in a
hypothesis of evolution called bion biogenesis as documented by late Dr. Wilhelm
Reich, and replicated by Dr James DeMeo today. This should be taught in
kindergarten. But it is not so. Why? It is simple, yet hard to grasp for the naiive. Yes.
It is because of secret societies.
The most elemental fact that should have been established in kindergarten as the
basic for all physics, religion, AND science has become a secret hidden for 400 years
since its first modern discovery!!! (Read book 1, the God Reality)
It has always been known to the initiates, but this is mind-blowingly modern!
God actually exists!? There is a force in nature which creates life`s genetic code out
of thin air?
The Big-Bang theory, and theory of evolution of life stemming from nothing but a
single cell struck by lightning 3.5 billion years ago is far less believable than the
Source Field theory.
Atheistic, scientific belief-systems have been brainwashing us for so long that we
cling to them as one would cling to a religion, even in this New-Age of information.
We have forgotten that science was carefully constructed by whom we will call
the ¨cabal¨, and is solely build on faith, and not on facts at all!
Contemporary, atheistic, mainstream science is just another religion, and the craziest
religion of all. Solve the cabal. Illuminati doesn`t sound right. They`re just a kabbalist
cabal of daath. Not our sunlight.
David Wilcock concludes in his book the Source Field Investigations, and I
quote. ¨Space, time, matter, energy, conscience and biology is being created by a
(God) universal conscience. And it`s main script is love. ¨
You got that?
As I am a student of religion, it still took me 4 years too incorporate Source into the
law of Light, after I first read the book…
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This science is being withheld from the general public for a reason, as it would
shatter 400 years of theories, and awake the public, and Christians to the reality: God
is a scientific reality? A force that holds all things together? Something we can
measure? Yes absolutely correct.
Intelligence agencies, and secret government sci-ops have long utilized this sourcefield to create mind-control, and worst of all: Spirit control technologies.
Yes, you heard me right. The so-called ¨mark of the beast¨ is here: A technology of
artificially controlling spiritual vibrations to exclude you from the Heavenly court! No
justice here. At least not for me…
David also states in his book: ¨Might we believing in amnesia- going through
experiences that will eventually guide us through a full awakening into the vastness
of this (God`s) infinite consciousness? ¨ In other words: The Kingdom of God. A world
tuned into the source field of love and light? Defeating the cabal…
New-Agers have long been LIGHTYEARS ahead of Earth population when it comes
to defeating the Cabal and disclosing hidden science. It is time theistic people like
Christians took over and did their part. The lion SHOULD rise…
I wish I had the time to expand ¨the God Reality¨, to prove beyond any doubt, that our
universe is the result of a superconscience, an intelligent field, or a divine
mathematician that creates space-time, gravity, electromagnetic energy, conscience.
Renowned physicist Michio Kaku believes ¨God¨ exists in the 11th dimension as he
said himself.
Charles Darwin`s father was a 33rd degree mason. The discoveries of spontaneous
generation of life, and the Source field is proof of a secret society conspiracy to steer
science, and all scholarly fields away from the existence of God, and concepts of
morale, good and evil.
The theory of evolution was formed accordingly, based on their masonic ideology of
survival of the fittest. Not about beauty, perfection, harmony nor love!
They simply replaced Christ with Nietzsche`s idea of the superhuman.
The Bible teaches says: The strength of the strong is shown through the length of his
hand. Nietzsche says: ¨God is dead, and man is ubermensch, God himself!¨
The source field is the source of all-time space, matter, electromagnetism, gravity, life
and conscience. All is the matrix of a superconscience: God, as postulated by Michio
Kaku.
The 4 forces of physics will disappear when the unified physics theory of source-field
physics is presented.
Science today is nothing but a scientific religion. We have forgotten that it is just as
much a theory as any religion.
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If interested in knowing more about the Source-Field , I recommend reading David
Wilcock`s book ¨The Source Field Investigations¨ and researching Michael Tellinger.

Three divines: Source Love and Light.
We have discovered our origins, and how Jesus freed us from the law in my
work ¨How Jesus was the messiah¨.
This is a New-Age of Aquarius promised to be an ¨age free from sin¨, and I could
easily call this book ¨The Kingdom of God¨ as I explain how to get there through
homogenous humanistic ethics of love.
The New-Age was about to come by now. This book illustrates how we can achieve
global unity through the Holy Ghost mercy covenant: Freedom from sin through living
in your love-and-light higher selves. A secret.
I explained the covenant in my book ¨How Jesus was the messiah. ¨ You might argue
and say this is ultra-liberal Paulian theology. Yes, Christianity only have a few laws,
and Heaven`s gate is wide. If you want to read some of my more orthodox views,
read my Church Theology and Practice in the 21st century. Yet I include a chapter in
this book called ¨The noble path¨, which is traditional conservative.
I just want people to really grasp the beauty, and possibilities of this new ChristConscience gospel, because I believe it can really change society when perfected
with this new revelation of love and light, by Jesus Christ. It is the next step of
evolution towards a better world.
I present to you keys for a peaceful new order of thinking. I present to you long lost
knowledge of Egypt, and philosophical keys to well-living. I will rediscover some very
ancient philosophy and explain everything simply.
I was given an eternal, universal philosophy for perpetual world peace by Jesus. We
will base this entire book upon scientific observation: Source, love and light which is
the sole creative forces in the universe.
1 The source-field is the creator. The creator is called ¨God. ¨ And our makers are
love and light.
Also: The source-field is also itself based on sexual energy/love, as Wilhelm Reich`s
research shows. For instance, the SUN, and SEX are the greatest orgone/sourcefield generators. Think about it…
2 Love is akin to the word law. It`s word implies respect, compassion, social kindness
and care.
3 Light means holiness, truth, enlightenment, fire, spreading of knowledge, exchange
of ideas, peace and order.
Combine love and light, heart and mind, and you create: All morale. Love is female,
and Light is male. Combine them, and you become the Creator: Making babies.
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Also combine light (Holiness) with love (Spirit), and you get the Holy Spirit! The spirit
of God!
Who is God? The definition of the monotheistic God is the Creator. The creator must
therefore be love and light. For the sun, and sex nourish all life!
Furthermore: Love, and light are the two divine qualities of man that distinguish us
from animals. Our moral compass, and our enlightenment/intellect.
Let`s therefore make it the law: A language all Christians, no, all religions can agree
upon! An ethic that unites and traverses all borders and tongues. A law all ethnicities
can understand. Love, and light is the law.
Love is the hope of yesterday, today, and tomorrow. Love is the lesson for humanity
to graduate and drop their weapons. The world has never been one before, as
through the internet. The possibility of world peace is within reach for the first time in
history. Stop everything you do, meditate upon love, fill yourself with light, and rise as
a new man. You are now a child of the future. Leave the past and look to the horizon.
We are the new dawn.
For, the world can only be one through common humanistic ethics. And the answer
is. Love and light. The catchphrases ¨peace love anarchy¨, and ¨peace, love, and
understanding¨ are simply children of my philosophy. For how can there be peace
without enlightenment?
Light to the people! Love, light, life, laughter, lust and more love. Remember the 5 l`s.
We will soon discover what I meant by the source field, and that God is real, but let
me summarize the beliefs after studying this book, and it`s prequel:
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Chapter 1: The Sun-Cult Christianity. To get you thinking:
Is this a Matrix? Is there a God and devil? If good/God created evil, then isn`t God
evil? No. He wouldn`t be creator if not. Nor would he be good, holy, or judge if there
wasn`t evil. Why do evil exist? It exists to be judged, so God can be Holy, and evil
can be Unholy. And that is the entire reason. XD Thus from a 3rd dimensional,
human, philosophical perspective: Are God, and the devil two sides of the same
coin?
A mason always told me so. This is a matrix. Do we end up in a deleted-folder after
death? Is mankind philosophically speaking the only innocent true God? Yes. For we
never chose to be born or burn. Who shall judge me?! The devil chose to fall. God
chose to create. Or did he? Who are you to judge me? We chose nothing. We are
innocent. Are we the only righteous, intelligent creation?
As we discover the ancient sources: Enki/Lucifer, the Sumerian God modified
mankind to his liking. He had granted us intellect, and the ability to reproduce. If you
recall the garden of Eden story with the tree of knowledge of good and evil. Jesus
himself says Satan is the God of this world.
But I thought God is all-powerful, why didn`t he intervenes? Why did so many souls
have to be lost BC??? Because God hired carpenters: The angels/Elohim. They are
the ones Genesis tells created our world. God is limited to his own laws it seems.
These Gods in plural, the Elohim, built what would later become our prison. The
prison planet that looks both flat, and round at the same time. Can a carpenter
magically control his house even though he built it? Only through following the laws
of physics. God cannot intervene. This is Satan`s world.
It is said that Lucifer co-created this world through the Heavenly Song before he fell.
His power of love, and light still surrounds us today: As the Egyptian Force of the
Jedi. Both positive and negative.
Why don`t Christian, or other people get revelation about important topics? Topics
like: The Source Field, cancer cures, Sabbatai Zevi (the antichrist) and that the sweet
Christian Queen of England who all pray for is in actuality an evil entity???
Why are all Christians so gullible? It is because God functions only in response to our
own conscience. God is the super-conscience and cannot reveal to you something
you do not already know. This is scalar-law-physics. In short: God has agendas, and
truly want to help us, and teach us.
But he can`t unless we reach through tuning into their frequency. This is called ¨the
synchronicity effect¨ in relating to the source field. A scientific study of GREAT
magnitude which explains how all things happen and are interconnected. Once
again, i recommend the teachings of David Wilcock for this magical subject. The
Kingdom of Heaven is within. God will never show anything you are not aware of.
You are God – living in human form.
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Egypt and the sun. Source, Love and Light.
What is the starting point of religion if not the stars, and orbital satellites, moon, sun,
Jupiter and Venus, our most beloved, visible planets? We will discover how the
ancients revered these four as part of a greater unified spirit. Yahweh (of) Elohim of
Israel.
Going back to the earliest known human tribes, we see that they adored the stars,
spirits and animals through petroglyphs already 40.000 years ago.
The earliest civilizations in the Indus-valley, and in Sumeria worshipped Gods both
male, and female who source tell were giants present among them! Giant aliens who
arguably were our creator. They associated these Gods with the planets, sun and
moon. Through the study of astrotheology, and comparative mythology, we see that
the ancient religions of all continents have much in common, as if they originated
from the same location or people. Was it the fallen angel Azazel who taught them?
Was its Enoch (Thoth Hermes) thrice greatest? Was its Atlantis, or did they just
observe the stars? According to the Bible: It was Enoch. How could they have such
complex calendars as the Mayan 260-day tzolkin calendar, or maps like the Pieri
Reis map? Where did ancient knowledge of civilizations like Egypt come from? How
could they build the pyramids of Giza?
The origin of religion, and civilization came from the middle east. And all ancient
Mesopotamian religions tell of a giant flood that erased mankind, and civilization
aside from a few! Was there a great catastrophe? Yes. 10.000-year-old glyphs at
Goebli Tepe, and modern scientists conclude that a giant meteor struck about 11.000
years ago, ushering in a tiny ice-age! Was that when Atlantis fell? Waters rose 200
meters, and ancient Sumeria would have been FLOODED by a tsunami!
Our world was destroyed.
The Bible tells a similar tale, and also states there were giants before the flood, AND
even after. Was their civilization scattered? And did they populate the Earth from
before the flood?
Giant redhead, and blonde mummies are found all over the world where remnants of
this former civilization fled after the great meteor impact. Perhaps they relocated to
avoid another destruction? They were great sailors, and built mounds up the rivers of
America, where giant bones are found today. Redhead, and blonde mummies are
found everywhere from China to Peru. Often 6-8 feet tall! Buried in a traditional
Sumerian fashion: In a casket. The last of the redhead, seafaring tribe from former
great Atlantis were the ancient Celts that died out in western Norway with the black
death.
Basically, ALL of western Norway perished. The few survivors fled eastward, and
mingled with the rest of the population, ending an ancient religion, knowledge of
shipbuilding, and tribal community identity that might have been 10-20.000 years old.
Or more.
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Now, let`s take you back to the beginning. Back to Egypt: The cradle of love and
light.
The first major step towards the Abrahamic religions of today happened 4000 years
ago with an Egyptian prince named Moses. While civilizations, religions, and
ethnicities come and go, the people of Israel endured.
From ancient times: Only Israel survived! Can you believe it??? And who owns, and
rules the world today? Jews. All ancient cultures have died out. And saddest of all,
even the sun-cult of which they originated has died out! While Satanism has
hundreds of temples, there is not ONE Church of the sun, temple of the sun, or sun
religion left in the world. I checked. And Satan worship was BANNED throughout all
Egyptian history!
Of all civilizations, and mythologies in the world, the Egyptians were the greatest as
rich archaeological finds tell us. Yet aside from archaeology: Knowledge of Egypt is
completely lost! All we have is nothing!
It is thought that ancient Egypt were led by a priest-elite, and that they were the most
spiritual of all ancient cultures. It goes without question they must have been very
knowledgeable, and scientific about the spiritual, as they were more concerned with
the afterlife than any other culture in history to this day.
They even mummified their dead with spells painted inside the coffin, depicting how
to survive the passage to the local netherworld! Who was the greatest Egyptian hero
of all times? Jesus the messiah who saved us from death. Remember: From Egypt
came Judaism, and from Judaism came the messiah and Christianity. It is all part of
an ancient mystery cult that was originally a sun-cult, and Jesus was its last
headmaster, leading Judaism back to the sun. For Christianity is in essence: A suncult in disguise, and you don`t have to look further than to roman emperor
Constantine`s sun-cross, and the resulting history.
The Egyptians built history`s greatest architectural monuments. They built pyramids,
and pylons/obelisks to harness the source-field…
They had technology that baffle scientists today like for instance the ability to create
gold-paper 1/1000 mm thick! They cut limestone-blocks with saws. They built
pyramids. But this great civilization of the antique vanished completely, and nothing
remains of their religion! It was not until the 1800th century we could read hieroglyphs
through the Rosetta Stone, and it took over 50 years of deciphering. We had NO
knowledge!
Throughout the Roman empire, and until the colonization-era, egypt was SACKED
for its iconic obelisks and relics. Over 8 obelisks weighing several hundred tons each
were transported to Rome as you see with the one dedicated to Ra in St. Peter`s
square. (Another clue the Christians are sun-worshippers.)
The Egyptians build these to harness the source-field.
Thieves robbed the pharaonic graves in the Valley of the Kings.
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French, and English colonists later sacked Egypt, and dug out it`s graves during the
colonization era. You will find thousands of Egyptian artefacts in the museum of
London. Why did the elite want Egyptian artefacts? What were the Egyptians onto?
The Egyptians were the only religion in history where the sun-god/gods was their
prime deities.
Although some would disagree and say the Greek-roman culture highly valued the
sun and do so still to this day in the guise of roman Catholicism. The Greek Helios,
Apollo, and Phosphorus/Lucifer are examples of this. Especially popular in Italy to
this day, is the cult of the Persian sun-god Mithras who was introduced at the same
time as Jesus, and often intermixed with Christianity.
Roman-catholic worship of the sun continues today among the masonic lodges. The
lodges in Scandinavia have also recently adopted exaltations Germanic gods like the
sun-gods Sol, Balder, and the druidic Hu, an Osiris archetype.
Christianity is traditionally seen as a sun-cult while Judaism, and Islam are
considered moon-Saturn cults. These are the two ancient religions of the hermetic
tradition of Atlantis, and I am here to keep this balance in a time of RAGNAROK.
There once was an alleged order of giants in Egypt called the Jedi. They kept the
secret of the Source-Field and transformed their bodies into the rainbow body like
Jesus, and the monks of Tibet do to this day. We must bring back civilization to the
world!
The father of the Gods was worshipped as Amon Ra/Atum Re during the high-culture
of Egypt. The creation-stories varies from the different Egyptian cities, as all had their
prime deity, but he is generally considered Atum Re as he was worshipped in
Heliopolis, the city of the sun.
What philosophy, and science backed their beliefs? We will discover: Science,
Christianity, common sense, and philosophy tells the sun is the God of Earth! Upon
studying the circle of life, nature, the sun, and the creative force of love, i came up
with a true, universal golden rule for all. The Aquarian law: Love and Light which is
our simplest gospel and catch-phraze. Rediscovering the past! Simple and
enlightening…
Did the Egyptians live by my ideology, or am I the first to realize this? Was such
beautiful arcane nature-philosophy lost in time???
I believe so...! It was lost to the public for thousands of years… And that is why I write
this book. I believe we live in a New-Age. This might be the best sun-philosophy
since Egyptian times.
And sadly: There are few sun-idolizers, or sun-philosophers alive today! Nor is there
any sun-temple to Ra, or the sun-gods of ANY mythology aside from the Yezidis
(who aren`t really sun-worshippers)! While Set/Satan-worship was banned
throughout all major Egyptian history, Satan or what was originally ¨night worship¨ of
darkness, has many idolizers, philosophers, cults, and even huge churches like the
Temple of Set, The Satanic Temple, and the Church of Satan in America.
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The sun resembling the highest holiness has watched us waiting for this book to be
written. And it is about time! I think the mummies have been weeping in their graves
for long enough! (Reminds me of some dreams I had…)
The evolution started in Atlantis, continued to Egypt, and made it through Judaism
aaall the way up here to Norway through Christianity. When Jesus was introduced to
the Vikings, he was clearly presented as a white, Luciferic-archetype sun-god.
Historical sources all state he was introduced as ¨Kvitekrist¨ meaning ¨WhiteChrist. ¨
We live in an age of Ragnarok for the western world, where the intellectual sun-cult,
and humanism will crash with cave-man cult of orthodox Judaism, and sharia Islam.
I thus am a prophet of the time yet ahead…
So, I believe science lies proof of a creator through love and light that even an atheist
could believe in: The sun, and the magical love…
What is the starting point of religion if not the stars, and orbital sattelites, moon, sun,
Jupiter and Venus, our most beloved, visible planets? The sun was worshipped as
Ra, and Horus – the main Gods of Egypt. The moon, and Venus was worshipped
most prominently as goddess Isis of magick.

Who are the people of Love and Light?
All are God`s children, and there are no chosen people as Jesus humorously says.
Quote: ¨God can raise up children of Abraham from these rocks! ¨. If anything, the
civilized Europeans should be the chosen people of love, and light because of their
holy beauty, pink skin of love, compassionate hearts, intellectual blue eyes of light,
and angelic sun-blonde hair. The chosen people of Love and Light!
But more importantly, Jesus was introduced as ¨Kvitekrist/white-Christ¨ to
Scandinavia. Blonde Aryans being both descendants from sun-worshipping Atlantis,
and sun-worshipping Christians are our people. The ancient phoenecian royals were
blonde. The Caesars, and royals of Rome were blonde. Julius (Caesar) means
blonde! Blonde Caesar! The ancient Greeks were also blonde, and their blonde
ladies were valued highly in the temple of Aphrodite and seen as lion-goddesses
Ishtar in Babylon where many Greek blondes prostituted themselves in the sacred
temples. Redheads were highly regarded prostitutes in Rome and travelled from the
north to live rich lives.
Both the Greeks, and the roman (blondes) worshipped sky, and solar deities as their
prime deities. The goodhearted, intelligent, orderly, civilized, non-aggressive people
of love and light: The blonde Aryans. The people of Hyberborea, Thule and Atlantis.
I`m just trying to be scholarly, and logical about this: Not trying to exclude anyone.
Thinking in terms of symbolism makes blonde hair holy. Don`t tell me the Nordics
haven`t been regarded as the people of the sun, beauty, and the Morningstar Venus
since our earliest historical records and up until now! We are love and civilization!
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Immigrants have 1000%-1100% higher rape-rates than natives. Both in Denmark,
Norway, Iceland, Sweden and Finland. (As of 2017)
Yes it`s quite frustrating. But that doesn`t mean we can`t be civilized!
Since there are people on Earth like Talmudian Jews and Muslims who believe some
are superior to others: What are intelligent, peaceful Aryan blondes then? Inferior?
And if Islam is the religion of peace: What is the sun-religion of Christianity, or for
instance Buddhism: The religion of non-peace? This is ridiculous. If they are allowed
to claim divine superiority, then I will claim it for Nordics as well. And I was adopted
by Jews! That`s how I ended up asking myself this question in the first place!
Moreover: Whites have created all modern society, industrialization, and cultivated
Christianity for 2000 years: ending up with the human rights, and core values we
have today.
The Greeks, and romans created the military, philosophy, politics, and the germans,
and French created the school-system, science, universities, etc. Europe created
high-culture, music, the orchestra, etc. We started the shipping era, and colonized
half the world, bringing Christianity and civilization to where they sacrificed humans!
And great England led the industrial revolution.
Most importantly: Europe created the unwritten worldwide philosophies of humanism,
equality, and liberty which we have today. Not to mention (native) Scandinavians are
the 3rd most intelligent people on Earth. (And the most peaceful, non-aggressive,
civilized, beautiful and divine.) Scandinavians also has proportionately larger
erections than other ethnicities, with Icelandic men ranking at number 9 in the world:
Only after a few African countries. With 15,4cm average erection, Iceland is only one
cm behind the number one country! Not to mention that Nordics have close to zero
body-hair, and the most diverse features of any race.
Only AskeNazi Jews, and Hong-Kong are more intelligent than native whites, but
askeNazi Jews don`t strictly count as an ethnic group. They`re a mob.
Nordic blondes should see themselves in spiritual terms as representing holiness,
purity, and angels to civilize this second Atlantis, as this law will apply mostly to
them…!
Perhaps it`s time we start socializing through love and light, and become a mob of
our own? We once ruled, and our time has come again. While as Judaism, and Islam
believe in racial, and religious supremacy through outdated sharia laws, we are
enlightened civilizers believing in love and light. Don`t compare me to them. They are
racists. I am not.
I am simply better, for I know I am right. I cultivate my love, and my light. I`m positive
for Earth. They are a negative orgone vibration from negative orgone deserts
usurped by the cabal as to masquify evil, opposing the evolution of the western
world, science of the source field, love and light.
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But all are of equal worth, contrary to radical supremist Muslim, and Talmudian
Jewish beliefs. Stone-age, Iron-age and medieval belief of racial-religious supremacy
that should have ended with Jesus:
¨Dwarves spring up from holes in the ground! ¨ - Gimli LOTR.
I myself have never met a white supremacist which Wikipedia defines as a white who
believe he has the right to enslave others. I have however met Muslim supremacists,
and Jewish supremacists, but most white Christians believe Jews are justified in
being so, in spite of their hideous cabal of wars, secrecy and conspiracy against
humans or ¨the goyim¨ as they call us...

Astrology is real!
As we have discovered that all things have energy (life) through the Source Field.
Why then should not the planets affect this field? That is the truth behind astrology –
how the planets affect our lives on Earth is because they generate source-field
energy through the Hebrew Mazzaroth, or Zodiac which was common accepted
belief in Judaism, and all the antique.
The God of the Hebrews was the ruler of the planets! The God of the Elohim/the
stars. Elohim are the seven spirits of God, or the seven candles of the Menorah.
(Jewish 7 lampstands.) How? Yahweh (trans: the I am) of Elohim (translated as plural
for ¨strong ones¨) of Israel (Isis, Ra and El). Who correspond to the Moon and Venus,
Sun and Jupiter, and Saturn? Remember the Jews followed a LUNAR sabbath. Yah,
and Sin were originally moon-gods.
Sin lived in Sinai, where the moon arose each night. The 12 tribes in the desert
symbolized the 12 signs of the zodiac, called Mazzaroth in Judaism. The Mazzaroth
was depicted through Mosaic on the floor of antique synagogues as the cornerstone
of Jewish beliefs throughout all Jewish history until the Vatican replaced the 12
constellations (the zoo of the zodiac) with Jesus in the middle, representing the sun
surrounded by his 12 apostles, as is seen in hundreds of cases in early Christianity.
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Christianity as a sun-cult.
When I first started on this book, I dedicated it to the Sun, and Venus, which are the
planets of Light and Love in astrology. Jesus himself identifies specifically with these
two satellites.
Matthew: Again, Jesus spoke to them, saying, “I am the light of the world. Whoever
follows me will not walk in darkness but will have the light of life.”

Above: Jesus as the sun-god, and the three wheels. Surrounded by the 12
zodiacal/mazzaroth signs, often later represented as the 12 apostles throughout
Earth history.
Jesus knowledge about creation, magick, and the Egyptian sun-cult mysteries was
very extensive, also considering the references to God as ¨the scalar-field universe¨,
in Our Lord`s prayer as it was originally spoken by Jesus to the disciples, translated
from Greek into 1st century Aramaic:
Oh Thou, from whom the breath of life comes, who fills all realms of sound, light and
vibration.
May Your light be experienced in my utmost holiest.
Your Heavenly Domain approaches. (the Mazzaroth)
Let Your will come true - in the universe (archons/planets all that vibrates) just as on
earth (that is material and dense).
Give us wisdom (understanding, assistance) for our daily need, detach the fetters of
faults that bind us, (unforgiveness) like we let go the guilt of others.
Let us not be lost in superficial things (materialism, common temptations), but let us
be freed from that what keeps us from our true purpose.
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From You comes the all-working will, the lively strength to act, the song that
beautifies all and renews itself from age to age. (the zodiacal age)
Sealed in trust, faith and truth.
(I confirm with my entire being)
Heaven is here likened to a sound emitted from the energies of the vibrating
universe. (Mazzaroth) The source field… Or what the alleged Egyptian jedi
called ¨the force¨ as in Star-Wars. The Maltese cross is said to be the perfect
phonetic pattern of this primordial sound, which according to David Wilcock, is the
source of all creation. You see this cross pattern hidden everywhere in plain sight!
The cross, along with the star of David, or the Merkaba, is what modern scientists
conclude our entire matrix reality is made of! Do a quick search on ¨David Wilcock
sacred geometry¨, or look up Michael Tellinger!
The early Christians, who were of the Nazarene cult (after Nazar, transl: ¨path¨ or
Mazzaroth/Zodiac) knew these mysteries of this multiverse:
John 1:1In the beginning was the Word (sound/vibration/phonetic patterns/geometric
archetypes.), and the Word was with God, and the Word was God. The same was in
the beginning with God. (sound is the beginning of all things.) All things were made
by him; and without him was not any thing made that was made. (sound creates ALL
there is.) In him was life; and the life was the light of men. (God was a living
intelligent being, and he represented himself as the Sun (the sun shines on man))
And the light shineth in darkness; and the darkness comprehended it not.
There was a man sent from God, whose name was John.
The same (John) came for a witness, to bear witness of the Light, that all men
through him (Jesus) might believe.
He was not that Light, (Jesus is God) but was sent to bear witness of that Light.
That was the true Light, which lighteth every man that cometh into the world. (Jesus
is the actual incarnation of the Sun, which is God.)
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He was in the world, and the world was made by him, and the world knew him not.
(Jesus was in creation, consciously creating and expanding it)
He came unto his own, and his own received him not. (Jesus chose the Jews (read
my book on Jesus and Lucifer) but was crucified))
But as many as received him, to them gave he power to become the sons of God,
even to them that believe on his name:
Which were born, not of blood, nor of the will of the flesh, nor of the will of man, but of
God. (Jesus miraculously incepted Himself)
And the Word was made flesh, and dwelt among us, and we beheld his glory, the
glory as of the only begotten of the Father, full of grace and truth.
John bare witness of him, and cried, saying, This was he of whom I spake, He that
cometh after me is preferred before me: for he was before me.
And of his fulness have all we received, and grace for grace.
For the law was given by Moses, but grace and truth came by Jesus Christ.
No man hath seen God at any time, the only begotten Son, which is in the bosom of
the Father, he hath declared him. ///
Notice how the last verse clearly states that Jesus and the Father (God) are separate
beings, but that both are God, affirming the belief in the Sacred Holy Trinity.
The Holy Spirit, the divine feminine or the shekinah: How the fertile womb of Earth is
likened to the goddess Sophia or the Jewish Shekinah, who fell or trapped herself in
creation, seeking reunification with Source/God the father. Love is bridging the gap
through forgiveness. Forgiveness and self-sacrifice is the utmost expression of love.
The purpose of life is bridging the gap towards Heaven through ascension. Life seeks
reunification with source: The purpose of life is karmic recuperation.
All this is displayed by the New Testament story about Christ`s and his ascension.
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Jesus was a so-called sage. He was said to be the smartest, and most powerful
wizard of his age… A man with such knowledge of the mysteries he even
transformed into the rainbow body, being made of pure light (source/sound).
Knowledge sets us free.
Yet he took all his secrets to the grave, and King Jesus would laugh at the lack of
spiritual knowledge of Christianity today.
But he would certainly marvel at our machines! It is said he was especially good at
mathematics. An art lost in time.
Jesus identifies as the planet Venus (not the lady) in Revelations 22:16
"I, Jesus, have sent my angel to give you this testimony for the churches. I am the
Root and the Offspring of David, and the bright Morning Star."

Pope John Paul holding a sun-cross in the sun-square of St. Peter’s church.
Christianity is a sun-cult and grew in Rome alongside Mithraism (Persian God Mithra)
and Luciferianism (Roman Son of God/Zeus: Lucifer) which were other sun-cults.
This influenced the occultism of the Roman Elite, which further influenced the sunfixated artwork in the early church.

Ascending into Christ-Conscience
Ascension was made possible through our Heavenly High Priest Jesus the redeemer.
He was the first to walk the path to the Highest realm. But the more who tread a path
– the more will follow, for a path becomes more easily visible the more who go there.
As above so below. Taking into mind that what exists above solidifies below (on
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Earth), we conclude that the more who reach Heaven – the more will a Heavenly
Conscience spread among Earth as well.
Until sin is no more, and Heaven comes to Earth. Our ascended brothers also
intercede for us in Heaven you know.
Christ Conscience, universal conscience, and ¨we are all one¨ have become new-age
terms while they were originally Christian! Jesus preached a nature philosophy of
Parables. It is evident he trained himself to see mysteries of wisdom in nature, and
society for the art of making parables. As we are his disciples, should not we not do
the same? The aim of discipleship under a Rabbi is becoming the master yourself!
But when did you write a Christian book on metaphysics, the nature of our universe
or nature parables like Jesus taught? You have been bad disciples. I train myself
every day. Wake up with the eyes, and heart of an innocent child every morning. I
have always believed that seeing something new each day is what makes people
happy.
So how do you reach Christ conscience? Be like a child and see God in everything!
In the parables of nature, in your neighbour, and live responsibly. Don`t be ignorant.
The lion has risen.
When waking up in the morning, do the shema, and invite God the All through the
Lord`s prayer. Give honour, and thanks to all life, society, good friends, and people
around you. Forgive those who trespass against you, and walk straight, unblemished,
and with all that you are. Smile, and aim for the sun. Fill your aura with light of God
every morning, and meditate in nature, and under the magical stars often. Live by the
philosophy that life is new every morning, and that you see something new every
day.
God creates something new every day. Train yourself to see this and rejoice in God.
Be kind, and happy towards those around you. Two universal laws that accompanies
the mystery teachings of the Mazzaroth is ¨above so below¨, and ¨what goes around,
comes around. ¨
This is called the law of Karma in Hinduism, and the ¨law of attraction¨ in the west. It
stresses the importance of forgiveness, and positive thoughts. Living by the law of
positive attraction is very close to Christ-conscience when other warm energies will
be attracted to you likewise.
This is the law of attraction, and the key to manifest a good life. Love and light. Fill
yourself with it. And live truthfully to your heart. Always be honest to yourself, and
respectful to others.
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A Christian gospel of Love
If one is enlightened, and have become a master, if one understands what the word
love implies as in Corinthians 13, the law of love in Source, Love and Light is defined:
Corinthians 13:1-13
If I speak in the tongues of men or of angels, but do not have love, I am only a
resounding gong or a clanging cymbal. If I have the gift of prophecy and can fathom
all mysteries and all knowledge, and if I have a faith that can move mountains, but do
not have love, I am nothing. If I give all I possess to the poor and give over my body
to hardship that I may boast, but do not have love, I gain nothing.
Love is patient, love is kind. It does not envy, it does not boast, it is not proud. It does
not dishonour others, it is not self-seeking, it is not easily angered, it keeps no record
of wrongs. Love does not delight in evil but rejoices with the truth. It always protects,
always trusts, always hopes, always perseveres.
Love never fails. But where there are prophecies, they will cease, where there are
tongues, they will be stilled, where there is knowledge, it will pass away. For we know
in part and we prophesy in part, but when completeness comes, what is in part
disappears. When I was a child, I talked like a child, I thought like a child, I reasoned
like a child. When I became a man, I put the ways of childhood behind me. For now,
we see only a reflection as in a mirror, then we shall see face to face.
Now I know in part, then I shall know fully, even as I am fully known. And now these
three remain: faith, hope and love. But the greatest of these is love. ¨
All is a story of love vs hate. The Bible. Everything.
Love tells a man`s character, and where he puts his faith.
I had lots of love in my childhood, and I tell you I needed it: For I have persevered.
Love can bring peace between religions, people and countries. Not because we
agree. Not only because we make compromise, but because we use our brain, and
our brain points us to the heart. Love makes use of intellect, not the other way
around. Because God is love. The heart holds God`s law. Law is faith. And the law is
love. Endurance. Will. Tolerance.
Love is light! The sun that gives life, so all things multiply! Jesus is the sun! And the
bright morning star. Love is the core of our belief: Jesus sacrifice. What could be
greater? Love is as distinct as from crawling on all fours! Love, and light is the beauty
of man. I am certain of the world becoming one. For I have tasted love, I know how it
multiplies, and that everyone has it. The Bible says we become children God through
love! You are his child, and love is our future. Our hope. Be like children!
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Christianity is love. And Christianity made morale. Christian morale evolved into
human-values popularly called the graeco-roman-Judeo-Christian humanism. But it
all originated out of Jesus teachings!
This is the essence of all Christianity, and at the future core in all morals.
NOTE: Christianity, and Islam have differing teachings on God`s mercy, love and
salvation. In Islam, you never know if you`ve obtained salvation as you don`t have a
personal relationship to Allah. Still: Allah is frequently referred to as ¨the most
merciful. ¨ Another of his name is ¨the light of the Heavens, and the Earth. ¨ Another
of Allah`s names are the ¨all-forgiving and all-loving. ¨
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Chapter 2: The Law of God: Love and Light.
Jesus, the Great Answer (to life the universe and everything)
Without Jesus rising from the dead, there would have been no purpose in life, for
there would have been no ascension. We covered how the fallen angels, and the
tainted blood of Adam prevented mankind from ascending in my book on Jesus.
Without God redeeming us through Jesus sacrifice on the cross, the Perfect God
would have been a failed creator. This is also why Jesus is fully God.
That is why there was no purpose in life until Jesus died on the cross! For all you
have now is Jesus. This is MANKIND`s age of God`s emnation of mercy, and
unconditional love exemplified through Jesus because all Nephilim, giants, and
entities are dead. The age of homo sapiens began approx 2000 years ago and is the
first time Homo Sapiens Sapiens is the only species of Homo Sapiens.
The road to Heaven had to be paved, and Jesus crafted, and found it. The more who
walk this Heavenly road of conscience, the more will follow, and in turn be saved, or
as the Illuminati slogan says: ¨As above so below¨, and ¨what goes around comes
around. ¨ This is the arithmetic of all magical work.
Jesus understood this philosophy and saw that it had to be done. Graduating school.
Ascension has finally become the meaning of life and might always have been so: At
least from a Heavenly perspective. And God judged himself, showing that goodness
can exist polarized without evil, for there was only good in Him who took upon
himself all the sins of the world, as explained in my previous book.
Thus, dawns the age of Love, where mankind reaches his/hers higher selves, and a
sacred unity conscience in God/Source through the Holy Spirit in which there is
freedom, and no more sin.
Jesus showed us that karmic recuperation, undoing evil, and returning to source, the
shekinah (you) ascending, was the purpose of life... The purpose of karmic
recuperation will undo Christian sins and curses caused from outrageous historical
acts varying from ancient India, to the Viking age, up to the second world war, and
the hatred of the Jews.
For I know through a life haunted by the devil that our souls are weighed by the cross
we carry, even as much as the cross of Jesus is the door. Jesus says that if a good
tree does not bear fruit, it is cast into the fire.
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Through karmic recuperation, we will keep on beautifying all with restoring human
identity, memory, history, and knowledge until the very Earth itself is healed through
love and holiness: Instituting the everlasting Kingdom of God: The biblical Eden of
messianic belief. The utopia: God`s intent with creation fulfilled. We are the tree of
human souls finally blossoming at the end of infinity.
God`s plan with creation is now complete, and our mission of today is ascension now
possible through spreading the gospel. We finally have a purpose of life, as
ascension is possible, and all are accepted by God as the Nephilim are extinct. Our
purpose is to evangelize. Aside from this: There is no other purpose.
God is awaiting the race of the angelic man of the Aquarian age. A New Root Race.
For we are the creation of the Elohim: The angels redeemed through Christ. We
await the kingdom of God. Where all are enlightened brothers of civilization with
mass awareness on Hell and the nature of our reality.
Until we reach mass-enlightenment awareness of the existence of Hell, mankind will
not be the dominating species of our planet. We will kick out our Satanic Nephilim
rulers and become the dominant species of our realm. Life finally has purpose
through ascension through Jesus Christ.
Love is eternal, and traverse’s religion, ethnicity, time and borders. Love freely, willed,
and without hesitation. You must wear your love on your sleeve. Be true! Be light! Be
love!
Be a Christian exploring yourself, learning from failure, living good lives – and
teaching what you`ve learnt - thus honoring God and creation - before ascending to
infinity through Jesus.
For verily I tell you, those who sin against their heart live in denial. The road to pain,
and all festering desires. The path to the dark side. The devil creeps inside, and
feeds from dead orgone of a guilty conscience that didn`t do what it wanted. Is there
sin at all? Yes. The law will never be undone. But that is a greater truth. Laws are
necessary as a general rule. But in truth it`s all about conscience and relationship to
Heaven through Jesus.
Ascend your soul and win against the reptile archons who doesn`t harbor love. Or
you can descend and becoming theirs. They feed on all negative emotions. Who can
heal the crack in the heart when the devil is inside? It is like ice shatters rock. The
crack will widen, and you lose a part of yourself for all eternity. NEVER sin to your
heart. Live true to yourself o child! Don`t be so hard against your own heart, and
always speak your mind. That is the way to escape suffering. It`s all about being true
to God within, and in those around you.
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The basis for the Law
Love is what defines us humans, the strongest weapon we have. And all have it. It is
the innate god-like human quality of morale that surpasses all creatures in the
universe, and trespasses all borders, languages and religions. All morale stem from
the human heart capable of love.
The dream of utopia is at hand: If God is Love, and Love was the law: We should
burn our differences on the pyre of peace. I assure you all war would stop, and the
world be stable forever. Therefore;
Let us drop everything we are doing and become prophets of the New-Age peace.
For the modern world`s potential can be too good, and eternal to miss. Think of it…
Think of the eternal circus we could create! We CANNOT miss this!
Therefore, we must keep this current peace for as long as possible. Mankind has
never been healthier, and the world has never been more peaceful. We must
continue to evolve. Mankind need a huge leap in the right direction. Man has
invented Iphones, but still can`t fathom love.
Through loneliness comes pain, and all the devils. The path to hatred. The world is
ruled by the circle of hatred caused by pain caused by loneliness: Lack of
understanding, but we will replace loneliness with love, or as the hippies said:
¨Peace, love and understanding.¨
Europe must take on radical Islam through a revolution renaissance of national
romance and human rights. We must prevent war and read books instead. Unite the
revolutionary flames of conspiracy-theorists, alternative-media, philosophers and
liberalists for a western alliance of love and light. The Jews, and Satanic elite have
long ruled us through dividing us and putting us against ourselves. But we are one
through the law of love and light and need their protection no further. We denounce
the Old-World-Order of evolution through war and suffering. The age of deceit, and
rule through lies, and chaos is OVER!
We are love and light! We will prevent a cold society ruled by religious fear, and polar
opposites. The humanistic reason of the law of love and light will bridge all human
and cultural polarities.
We will unchain humanity, so no individual grows up in a cold environment. We will
complete the heart of the children and be the backbone of all levels of society. We
will integrate the outcasts, and the fatherless youth and children, destroying
loneliness and the orphan spirit of a rootless, materialistic generation fed lies at
school. We will show the 21st century orphans how the Father loves them. The love
He supplies is the only thing that can heal the world.
Through our codes and laws, all will be accepted. Humanity has learnt to stop
racism, the cold-war and terror. The people must now make a stance through love
and light towards eternal goals. Today: Mankind learns of love, and graduates from
the school. Love is the glue of the future that keeps us in form. Light gives us form.
Combine the two. Without love, there would be no form of life, nor any purpose. It is
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the egg to our cake, so to speak… And without light, form would never have
originated.
Let me give an example at first to make you see the outlines of the future, and the
problem I`m solving. I hate, and love Jews. I was invited into Jewry myself and know
it`s antichrist Sabbatean Frankist nature! They even wanted to circumcise me. And I
have had many kind Muslim friends with dozens of opportunities to convert to Islam
and be circumsized. I was even invited to travel to Pakistan, Iran, and other countries
to meet Imam`s, be circumcised, and marry a Muslim woman! I love immigrants. But I
hate radical sharia Muslims.
The problem with lawish religious texts is that it creates supremacy, division and
racism. It is the very origin of these: Ancient religious-racial propaganda for
expansion through war and covert means is the heart of evil, so to speak... Religion
based upon performance, laws, and not religious science, like the book of John. One
man, for instance a rabbi, or Imam crucifies his ego, and natural habits. It is
unquestionable that this results in anguish and pain. The religious mind will justify
this pain, and say it is good as his pain will eventually turn into performance-pride,
and then into hatred towards the non-observing. This is the circle of evil causing
strife, loneliness, pain, low self-esteem, performance-pride and then dominance and
hate. The circle of religious hate rules the world, and has ruled the world since the
law of Source, Love and Light was lost.
State, kingship, war, conquest and supremacy is the children of these, ever since
tribal patriarchy was overthrown and civilization established by warrior-kings of
religious law.
There was nothing wrong with Nazi supremacy. (But they should not have gone to
war. The war was started by the Jews.) Why do I say this? Because they were
scientists. They weren`t mumbo-jumbo supremacists. Their supremacy had a basis
in reality. They WERE better. They ARE more diverse, intelligent and civilized.
Statistics proves this. Science, history, and national and cultural development of all
modern Germanic and Nordic countries proves this. The way Germany has positively
influenced the west through science and education is greater than any other country
inc. England and France. But they should never have gone to war…
The Jews hate the Nordics. For they know they are TRUE lion-people, God`s chosen
people, and the Heaven-People of ancient mythology and Atlantis.
It is time enlightenment, and knowledge becomes free for all!
Let me give an example of how religion, and secret knowledge corrupts a man.
If I was a reformed-Jewish, elitist oligarch: I won`t deny I would let the hate of
orthodox religious superiors against goyim/heathens define my racial pride in how I
shaped a world where only the elite have access to love and light: Enlightened
knowledge of love. I would use my pride and talent to monopolize liberty, money, sex
and enjoyments of life, as the goyim don`t deserve anything but to be ruled cause:
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¨My rabbi tells me we are God`s hand, the goyim are cows, and are meant for us to
rule over, for it has always been so. ¨
This is the main archon we are attacking.
POWER TO THE PEOPLE!
If I was a super-powerful Jew with all the joys in the world, I’d like to rule over a world
of two classes. Ourselves, the super-rich Jews, and the poor-middle-class heathens.
It is vital that we divide them into classes under a strong police-state to create a cold
fearful society, so they never unite, see their potential, and start enjoying the lifephilosophy of us elites. Only WE have the hidden knowledge of love and light.
Homogeneous society always rules the government, while a divided population
needs the government for safety.
The only homogenous society working in this world is the axis of evil, the main
archon we are attacking; superstitious religion and ancient racial-religious conquestpropaganda. False science, ancient doctrine now presented to us as ¨religion¨ is
Satan`s master plan. Dividing us into an anti-social, cold world ruled by fear. A world
where fear of the fanatic Islam is the main catalyst to cold social behaviour. We are
told to be relativistic and simply ¨accept¨ differences. They will create a nervous world
where you cannot say what you mean or feel. Despotic religion serves to imprison
human development, and the peasants will simply ¨relativism¨ or ¨you cannot say this
is true and this is not, it`s not religious freedom!¨
Therefore, I say: KNOWLEDGE TO THE PEOPLE! We need a new magus for a
New-Age. We need the scientific religion of the 21st century, not the scientific beliefs
of the 5th century Muhammad. We want an eternal code of ethics (religion) that unites
science, metaphysics, human-rights and religion: The Law of Source, Love and Light.
A religion for the people! Give the people the power of knowledge and the elite! It is
the stepping-stone for tomorrow. The task of a century. The school of evolution.
Without this law, no life would exist. Surely God is love and light! Love bridges all
nations, ethnicities, and is in whatever way you put it: What we are made of. The
quality of God. Light enlightens so we achieve this ethically homogenous society
through humanistic reason. This is VITAL for Christianity`s future. Therefore:

Jesus the Light
We discovered how we were saved, and how Jesus was the scapegoat Lucifer
Azazel in my book on Jesus in this series: Jesus, and the ritual of the cross
explained. The messiah is Adam and Lucifer`s incarnation , paying for their sins by
his death, bringing us back to the Eternal Law of Love and Light, after having
defeated death: An age where all are enlightened children of God, ascending to
Heaven as Heaven comes to Earth!
The curse is broken! Mankind is free! Lucifer`s, and Adam`s sin is payed for as we
are a new man! As we discovered in the prequel to this book-series: Jesus, and the
ritual of the cross explained.
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Jeremiah 31:31-34:
“The days are coming,” declares the LORD,
“when I will make a new covenant
with the people of Israel
and with the people of Judah.
It will not be like the covenant
I made with their ancestors
when I took them by the hand
to lead them out of Egypt,
because they broke my covenant,
though I was a husband to them,”
declares the LORD.
“This is the covenant I will make with the people of Israel
after that time,” declares the LORD.
“I will put my law in their minds
and write it on their hearts.
I will be their God,
and they will be my people.
No longer will they teach their neighbor,
or say to one another, ‘Know the LORD,’
because they will all know me,
from the least of them to the greatest,”
declares the LORD.
“For I will forgive their wickedness
and will remember their sins no more.”
Isaiah 11:1-12
The Branch from Jesse
A shoot will come up from the stump of Jesse; from his roots a Branch will bear fruit.
The Spirit of the LORD will rest on him— the Spirit of wisdom and of understanding, the
Spirit of counsel and of might, the Spirit of the knowledge and fear of the LORD— and
he will delight in the fear of the LORD.
He will not judge by what he sees with his eyes, or decide by what he hears with his
ears; but with righteousness he will judge the needy, with justice he will give decisions
for the poor of the earth. He will strike the earth with the rod of his mouth; with the
breath of his lips he will slay the wicked.
Righteousness will be his belt and faithfulness the sash around his waist.
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The wolf will live with the lamb, the leopard will lie down with the goat, the calf and the
lion and the yearling together; and a little child will lead them.
The cow will feed with the bear, their young will lie down together, and the lion will eat
straw like the ox. The infant will play near the cobra’s den, and the young child will put
its hand into the viper’s nest.
They will neither harm nor destroy on all my holy mountain, for the earth will be filled
with the knowledge of the LORD as the waters cover the sea.
In that day the Root of Jesse will stand as a banner for the peoples, the nations will
rally to him, and his resting place will be glorious. In that day the Lord will reach out his
hand a second time to reclaim the surviving remnant of his people from Assyria, from
Lower Egypt, from Upper Egypt, from Cush, from Elam, from Babylonia, from Hamath
and from the islands of the Mediterranean.
He will raise a banner for the nations and gather the exiles of Israel; he will assemble
the scattered people of Judah from the four quarters of the earth.
/
Ask yourself how this world without sin can ever come to pass without destroying the
root cause of evil: The circle of hatred through loneliness and polar opposites. All
must be enlightened brothers! The only way to fulfil this Messianic prophecy is
through destroying sin, and the only way to destroy sin is through destroying pain,
e.g all loneliness, polar opposites, starvation, poverty, suffering and disease. Reed
out the thorn of the devil and he will cease to exist! That is my interpretation of it, and
my mission to further that which Jesus understood.
The book of Isaiah is full of messianic prophecies like this... It speaks of a root offspring of David. The scripture above are prophecies about the Kingdom of the
Messiah, that the world shall be ONE, that there will be no more sin, that peace will
come to all earth, and death be no more. Do you understand that? Good. If not: Read
Isaiah.
This is PIVOTAL to understand. For these goals are already being achieved, but from
a Jewish non-messianic point of view. And that is dangerous. A view not built on the
true understanding of how Jesus brings peace, and ends sin as explained in Jesus,
and the ritual of the cross explained is dangerous.
The Jews are hastening these goals of globalization, the state of Israel (which
eventually will become a Kingdom), and the only hope for the survival of true
prophetic timelines of the source-field, and Giza-Pyramid timeline is thus that Jesus
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returns SOON and becomes their Jewish messiah. Understood? I have come to help
fulfil these prophecies with the knowledge in my book on Jesus: Death, and sin is
already conquered. The more who ascend to Heaven, the more will in turn ascend
more easily: As above so below. The more who tread a path, the easier it is visible.
But the Jews are already 2000 years behind us!
The gambit with immigration is dangerous. Will we blend so that humanism wins? Or
will non-messianic Islam create a European caliphate EU? The native west is
sleeping, but some are aware that their entire culture, and humanistic rights like free
speech is threatened. What Christianity, the west, no, the WORLD needs, is a
common, Judeo-Christian, humanistic, code of values, or ¨the wisdom of all golden
ages¨ now finally rediscovered:
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The ontological, metaphysical law of Source, Love and Light.
Religion started with worship of the etheric forces of planets, and our orbital
satellites, the sun and moon, along with worship of the etheric force in nature`s great
spirit, the seasons, animals, archetypes, and the perfect humans, often depicted as a
God and Goddess.
While Judaism, and Christianity incorporate the understanding of etheric forces of
Heaven, like the planets, and stars in the Mazzaroth, they do not worship the latter,
but have something called the sacred trinity, which is an eternal concept that
predates Abrahamic religion, and which coincidentally re-appears in the eternal law
of all creation: The Law of Source, Law and Light, which cannot be undone. The law
described below is the only hypothetical religious law of our universe that makes
sense, is a philosophical, and scientific absolute, and is therefore an ontological
argument, or an ¨argument for the existence of God.¨
I believe this law to be both the beginning, evolution, and purpose of life written in the
stars, and in all of creation. I will now begin describing the magnitude of the law.
The creation of life, and ethical code in this universe can be summarized in one
paragraph to meditate upon.
God=Love+Light=God. I will explain all in due time.
This is the metaphysical equation to the symbiosis of all.
This is the unified theory of principles in science, philosophy, religion, ethics and
morale. The re-dediscovery of the scientific, most ancient religion.
We will discover three eternals, and I meant eternals.
Source is God the male creator and his positive sexual energy, Light is Jesus the
Sun, light of truth, knowledge, hope, and the light on our path. Love is the divine
feminine. (And the Sacred Trinity has been throughout all comparative religions, and
history long before Christianity) The latter is life, the shekinah. And the Holy Spirit is
the spirit of Source, Light and Love.
The circle of life starts with 1. Sunlight, and continues with 2. Reproduction. Love and
light. I tend to say: Light gives us form (for instance photosynthesis), and Love keeps
us in form (the sexual act). Light makes life possible, while love keeps the circle of
life going.
What is the light but God`s physical representation in creation: The Divine Sun: The
Creator from/in the Heavenlies. Light is God`s Holy purity visible as the sun/son,
sometimes incarnate on the Earth. Which created us/life – gave life to the womb.
The Son/Sun of God. Who owns it? Nobody! It`s GOD`s sun/son! In sacredness of
the trinity comes therefore: God first, then comes Light, and then comes Love. The
sun gives life, but it also kills. It dispels all darkness and is holy.
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Lesson 1: If the creator is God, and a creator makes life, then God must be light and
love.
There would not be much fun to life if it was not for love, and love/reproduction is
undoubtedly the main purpose of all lifeforms created by God/the source-field, and
thus the mainscript of the source/the matrix/God.
The founders of psychology, Dr. Freud, and Dr. Reich directed most of their work to
show how lack, or progress of sexual stimuli since birth was directly related to mental
health, and proposed a sexual revolution, yet not in an unholy manner, as sex is
sacred, which you will discover soon.
Dr Reich hypothesized and proved as a valid scientific theory that the Source-Field
facilitates sex/love as exemplified in all creation. Reich compared the sexual act to
four stages that can be applied to any form of work, and philosophically proved sex to
the symbolic mainframe idea, or original idea of which all forms of physics derive,
also proving sex to be the main particle of life, the bion of Orgone.
The idea is that when God first thought of creation, love/sex was the first idea that
came to his mind, the centerpiece of all movement of which all construction is based
upon, if you get the idea…
Love/Sex is both creations, and the force behind it, innate in every particle. All human
psyche derives from this mainframe including regular joy, song, dance, and even
hatred is a child of love. A child of the mainframe. For one could not exist without the
other. Love came first for God so loved the world.
Lesson 2: Love/Sex is the ultimate expression of life, God and creation, and the
ultimate joy of which all other psyches of all organisms are derivatives of. Love/Sex
is the mainframe source-field vibration exemplified in the libido of man facilitated
towards work, higher conscience and ascension which is the virtue of the law.
Love/Sex is the egg to our cake so to speak, and all human culture, and drama
revolves around the property, or lack of it in some way like for instance hatred, wars,
our ego, joy, contemporary culture etc, are directly related to mankind`s sexual
nature. Especially the ego.
I tend to say that the greater a person`s sexual-energy, the greater the overall
energy, and the greater the ego and search for power, which is apparent in men who
are more sexual than women, and have higher degrees, and positions for power. So
being horny is good if you can channel it to work, light and love.
Alternative physics (non-Einsteinian) built on the Dr. Nicola Tesla, and Dr. Wilhelm
Reich, and David Wilcock`s Wisdom Teachings on Gaia.com prove that the SourceField is God`s emnation of thought – including all the universe, all time space, and all
forces of physics: Everything atom, and all you have ever seen is part of ONE field,
the SOURCE-FIELD, and it`s main script is love/reproduction as we discovered. This
has been called the tachyon field, ether by the Greeks, Vril by the Nazi Germans,
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Prahna by the Hindus, Chi by the Chinese, and Mana by the Polynesians. It is lost
knowledge becoming known again.
We conclude that Source, Love, and Light is the most constructive universal concept,
and the purest. Source (God), Love, and Light is the sacred trinity creator (circle of
life) nothing would exist without. They love each other, creating all life: Symbiosis.
Learn to live by it.
God created evolution to produce mankind returning to become God again!
Lesson nr 3: Source, Love and Light is beginning and circle of life, and thus eternal,
as God is eternal. Which makes life eternal. These are the three divines. The three
eternals.
Dr. Reich called this universal force for Orgone after Organism and Orgasm in the
1930`s, as the universe is sexual in nature, but transmutes to higher consciences as
Dr Sigmund Freud proposed. He proved without a sliver of doubt that evolution
started with BIONS, and the Source Field. Reich distinguished between Positive
Orgone (POR), and Dead Orgone (DOR) of which the latter is toxic. MY studies have
proven Reich right, that all energy is either positive male sexual energy (POR), or
female dead sexual energy (DOR). Love is all. Even hate is a child of love, and DOR
can be created from for instance broken relationships, dead ambitions, and broken
timelines.
Lesson nr 4: This multiverse is God`s FIELD or THOUGHT. The keepers of the Law
should study the science of ETHER. Don`t believe what they teach you at school!
Love and Light can metaphorically represent much more. Scientists argue that the
prime emotion of (God) the source-field is love/sex/life/reproduction. Love (and light)
is therefore the law. Love symbolize our compassion/morale/heart, and light
symbolize our intellect/will/brain. These are the two divine attributes of man that
scientifically distinguish us from animals.
We are made anatomically perfect. Billions of religious visions throughout all human
history testify humanity is made in the image of the Infinite Creator, and we can thus
hypothesize: Mankind`s Love/compassion + Light/intellect = God as we touched
upon earlier. Think about it.
Lesson nr 5: The Law of Love, and Light distinguish us from animals, and prove us
Gods in the Creator`s image.
Love and Enlightenment is what every person deeply seeks to be whole and ascend
into Godhood. Just like ancient Christian, and Gnostic teaching of ascension taught
us. We ascend via emotional liberation through deep love, through mental liberation
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through attaining perfect enlightenment, and then we die – a spiritual liberation
ascending to Godhood higher up the tree of life (Heaven). This is the purpose of life.
Also. Listen to this: Combine compassion/love and intellect/light, and you get morale!
The divine script of civilization!
Lesson nr 6: The law is the purpose of life, and foundation of all true religion, and
morale through love and enlightenment/light being the facilitators of ascension.
Spiritual liberation through knowledge and love - returning to God`s Light, is just like
a tree stretches for the sun and dies, producing new life every season. Our goal is to
climb the tree of life, raise our conscience and chakras, overcome death, and the
trials of this testing-ground Earth as to return to source, and become Gods/ascend.
Understand? So, mankind=God because of brain and heart. Just like Jesus told us:
Ye are Gods.
Here is something for you.
God is Holy Light of Justice and Truth, and goodness of Love. God= Love and
Light… Source, love and light=Man, the end-product of evolution. 1+1+1=3= Man,
and Man = Love and Light = God. Returning to the Source through emotional (love)
and mental (light) liberation from the physical realm.
True science say we live inside a Source-Field matrix. Mankind is the end-product of
bion biogenesis evolution, and just like reproduction is the endproduct of all life,
mankind must be the purpose of the Source-Field creation. True science say we live
as holograms inside God`s thought. We are God in creation, and thus assume the
God in Heaven is a man.
Yet what is the meaning of this matrix, this life, and all that source/sort? What is it`s
end-product aside from the obvious ascension? What is life`s purpose aside from the
obvious reproduction? What is God`s goal with creation? Mankind. God wants
children, because God is a man.
And he`s made an infinite playground playing YOU!
I say that Source, Love, and Light synthesize into a universe of harmony, wisdom
and balance with a strong emphasis on love, play, and joy. But also, sex and survival
of the fittest. This is a scientific fact based upon observation of nature, and must
mean something, and tell us something about the Creator.
This is often forgotten in Christianity which taught the opposite, that the weak are the
strong, that the meek will inherit the Earth, that those who put themselves low will be
put high, and has resulted in a limp, stagnate, non-patriotic, gullible, and pacifist
Church easily controlled by the meanies.
This is not the mind of the creator, what we see in nature, or what the Bible and
Christ really taught.
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Both Biblical Israeli history, and Jesus life, and teachings tells us to be strong, bold,
and seek perfection. Or was that not what Master Jesus sought, and are we not
disciples to create Kingdom of God?
Hebrews 10:35 ¨So do not throw away your confidence, it will be richly rewarded. ¨
Matthew`s (25:14-30) parable of the talents, and Matthew 7:19 tells us to literally
work hard or burn in Hell!
Christ is clear in Matthew 25, that not all are of equal worth, a lie fabricated to control
us. Christ`s teaching has been thwarted to promote submission and weakness, but
was in reality that, god loves weak and strong, that we are to strengthen the weak
(like God) , and that we are all of infinite value, but of different worth and choosing,
as there are different ranks both among angels, men, and on Earth, which should be
obvious, yet you have been taught differently.
We are clearly of different value and stating the opposite would be heretical to both
Source/God, the Bible, and human history, but particularly to the laws of nature,
observation of all natural selection, the historical, and evolutionary progress of
mankind and civilization, and must be reeded out.
Or ask yourself this. How will God`s Kingdom come? You cannot end polarity and
build a perfect civilization of eternal riches and peace with imperfect humans.
Humanity today is only good for one thing: Extinction. A purge by fire, which Jesus
himself states he longs to make happen. We need extinction like a Noahic flood IF
there is hope for the promised world utopia. If not, there will be endless war,
conspiracy, and slavery by a humanity divided by classes, just like the NWO
construct today.
Classes are made by different degrees of beauty, talents, social intelligence, and our
IQ. The goal is to eliminate the animalistic class of humans so the spiritual God-man
survives, or else the former will destroy the latter in their ignorance, and the world be
chaos, war, starvation, disease, and poverty towards no ends.
Lesson 7: Nature, the Bible, and the law teaches us that light/science, survival of the
fittest, selective breeding, hard work, and non-compromise to ignorance and nonfacts is essential for completing a high-civilization of equal-minded, or Heavenly
Kingdom. You must work hard, be confident, passionate, aim high, and be a
perfectionist like a disciple of Jesus. Yet be not proud, but humble and wise like
Jesus.
Never stop before you have gained all knowledge, and use that knowledge for the
good of others, and you will ascend as true Sons of the Light.
To think that the metaphysical law that creates morale, civilization, and true religion
happens to be the law that creates the circle of life.
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What a law. This is the law of the NWO that Bush senior envisioned in his 1991
speech. It is not the law of the jungle (do what thy wilt in Thelema). I like to call it the
law of civilization and order because
love/compassion+light/holiness/justice/intellect=morale, and facilitates mankind`s
orderly, balanced, and perfect nature in the image of The Creator just as He
intended.
Lesson nr 8: This is the New-World Order law prophesied to come.
The LAW is a principle that structures society into high-civilization, and eliminates
polarities, uniting all mankind, religions, tongues and ethnicities. Let no human raise
his fist against a fellow human! For the law teaches: All is one.
I believe God IS this law, and that the multiverse creation we call the universe
expressed through the flower of life, and the platonic solids is the construct in which
this law appears. God encoded us with this law, visible in the stars like the sun,
visible in ourselves, in nature, in the microcosmos, and the macrocosmos. It is in all:
A spiritual world. And God made sure we would never forget his law. Or would we???
As a metaphor: Man (light) + Woman (love) = Creator. They become the creator in
the moment of reproduction/in the sexual act. God is a hermaphrodite as His name
tells us: Y-hawah translates to God-Goddess/Eve. The great secret of the Gnostics is
that man, and women are polarized parts of the whole that need to come together to
facilitate ascension…
Even the Hindus teach that orgasm=Unity with God whereupon they shout ¨I am
Shiva! ¨ Mystics believe the bliss during orgasm is the sensation of being united with
God and is thus a mystical union with God.
Heaven will be like the joy of a never-ending orgasm in your whole body as you are
united with God your father, who is a Man.
Lesson 9: Sex is Holy in how man, and woman unite into hermaphroditic God,
becoming divine creators in the sex act, with the resulting orgasm symbolizing the
sensation of God, Heaven, and ultimate creativity.
Another metaphorical concept comes to view in how the ancients genderized all
things like mounds (breasts), valleys (vaginas) , and obelisks (phallus) , represented
through their temple constructs. In this genderization: Water symbolizes the female
womb, while fire (magma) symbolize the male semen and vitality. Thus, you might
say that light, and is fire, and water is love, which is the sex-act of our planet.
Volcanoes spewing out lava that is broken down to dirt through rain and produces
fertile ground for all that we see.
Lesson nr 10: The metaphysical concepts of the expanded understanding of the
concept’s love/female, and light/male, answer to: All matter in existence both
inorganic and organic, while Source-Field put it all in motion in the first place.
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What I want you to remember is that we are all part of a source-field that constitutes
all the forces of physics. This source-field = positive male sexual-energy as
hypothesized by me, Dr. Wilhelm Reich, and all occult tradition through history
everywhere. All life energy= sexual energy. Mankind has the ability to transmutate
this energy through turning animal sexual instincts into love and work, and training
light/intellect to attain enlightenment, these two leading to mystical union with God.
The dark side of the force is simply dead Source-Field/dead orgone DOR. It is
deleted parts of the Matrix/Source-Field/Creator that cannot be recycled. Hell is like a
computer`s garbage bin of the Matrix. It constitutes deleted timelines, and files in the
netherworld, the Daath of the Sephiroth, ergo the Daath side of the force. This
deleted energy becomes vampiric.
Lesson nr 11: All energy= positive, or negative sexual organic energy.
So now you have discovered the future, eternal principle that unites religion, science
and philosophy. The metaphysical equation, and law of the universe:
Source/God=Love+Light=Man/God, and vice versa.
Light also means holiness, something bright, and light has historically always
symbolized God. So.
Lesson nr 12: Seeking love, and enlightenment without God doesn`t add up to the
equation, because an enlightened person will inevitably find God.
Love and truth are only half the metaphor of love and light. Agape (sacred love) and
Holiness is just as important.
The circle of life started with source-field bion biogenesis, sunlight, and produced
mankind: The ultimate end of evolutionary process. But for mankind to become
Gods, and reach ascension, mankind must return to the Light and Source through
transmutating the lower red sexual chakra - utilizing his libido to reach the holy crown
chakra – just like an animalistic man crucifies himself, and learns to live like Jesus
the light, Biblical law, study and holiness.
Dying from the flesh, and training for the eternal life of spirit. Or just like how a tree
stretches towards the light, and spreads flowers of love/reproduction through its
symbolical death each year.
So, in Christ we die, and are born again, not by flesh, but by Holiness/Light and
Spirit/Love. Being born again is becoming one with the God/Source through Jesus
Christ, the Light of truth, knowledge, hope, and the Light on our path like the sun
guardian.
Greeting someone with Love and Light is in a Christian sense the same as greeting
someone with the Holy Spirit!
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Lesson 13: The Holy Spirit is the spirit of God, and thus the spirit of Source, Love and
Light! Because Holy=Light, and Spirit=Love.
God=love/spirit+light/holiness=man=spirit+holiness=God – becoming God/ascension
through Christ. God=Love+Light=GOD! Returning to source!
I will emphasize a bit: Love is akin to the word law. Quite a coincidence, as love/sex
is the purpose, and endproduct of all physical laws, all human motion in the universe.
Lesson 14: Love is the law, and means morale, honesty, respect, social kindness and
care. In symbolism it can also mean water, the divine feminine, Venus, and the Moon.
Lesson 15: Light means joy, truth, honesty, enlightenment, holiness, spreading of
knowledge, science, exchange of ideas, and ¨peace and order¨. In symbolism it can
also mean fire, the divine masculine, the Sun, Jupiter and Mars.
Lesson 16: Honesty is a child of both light and love, and the most important of all.
Don`t forget to be honest, because honesty to your will, doing what you want, and
being honest to others and always true, is the path to freedom and abounding joy.
Wear your emotions on your sleeve, say things as it is straight out, never let your
heart be wounded, yet be loving, and never wound others.
To be honest, you have to be strong. And to become strong, you need loving
affirmation and light of joy. Understand that you must receive it, and always give it to
others. Then you can be honest.
Sinning is sinning to your conscience. Gabriel told me that, and Gabriel, the
messenger of the Gods, revealed this law to me.
The implications of synthesizing these archetypes to any field of thought, religion,
situation is great fun.
Lesson 17: The Law`s majesty, and simplicity proves intelligent design in itself.
So, you see I discovered, or re-discovered something similar to the Fibonacci
sequence that nobody had written about anywhere on the web! And I checked.
Lesson 18: Love is the law all religions must agree upon and is the divine quality
innate in every human that traverses all borders and ethnicities, and is as such the
hope for peace in past, present and future, as the law is eternal.
Light makes flowers of love spread new seeds for a new sun next year. Just as the
God`s creation is eternal, and his mercy new every morning and year.
I will end by saying EVERYTHING is cyclical in a mathematical fractal equation, but
that these three will last forever, even until the world is made new again, and again
and again. For God, and his law is eternal: Source, love and light.
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Some thoughts on the Holy Spirit:
God is spirit. Ruach kadosh. The source field. God is one in Heaven, but he is also
the all of creation, his mind/emnation, separating himself from sin which is deleted.
This is the most perfect, and only philosophically valid 3rd dimensional world of free
will because of yin-yang.
Because God is a singular creator, good, just and holy, he could not make this
multiverse without a counterpart that chose to fall by volition, thus resulting in the
expansion of conscience and the universe, the Heavenlies expanding into the lower
realms/dimensions, which is why Jesus calls Satan the God of this world. A world
ruled by death.
But there was no death in the beginning, before this lower terrestrial realm. That is
why Jesus says ¨be not of this world.¨ Because God is polarized from a thirddimensional perspective, into yin-yang.
God, AND the Devil is equally part creators of this lower universe, but there is no
death in the higher universes. That is the problem of evil solved for you. This is the
only philosophically plausible, only spiritually plausible, and only physically plausible
world even if you twist your mind to infinity, and believe me, I`ve tried.
The American Indians and the Polynesians among countless others saw God as the
Great Spirit. The All. The Ether. That is what God is to us, trapped in his creation.
You. God is the Holy Spirit, which is separated into two, and through Jesus now
exists here, that is both 1 beyond this world and 2 inside it.
1 Holiness (Light) is God/Source which is not of this world. 2 Spirit (Love) is the
divine feminine. Creation. Akasha. Shekinah. Sophia. Mother Earth. Life.
Together we have the 1 Holy 2 Spirit of 1 Light and 2 Love. The Holy Spirit is also
biblically symbolized by 7 fires burning before God`s throne. These are the seven
archangels, planets, or co-creators if you will, that sing the Heavenly song, or
vibrations of the ether. God is the ALL. The Spirit is not a Christian invention. The
Greeks for instance, believed in the ¨Ether¨. This is the eternal religion, Christianity,
and the divine three: God the Father, The Saviour messiah who paves the road to
Heaven, and the Holy Ghost. Yet whatever way you put it, these three are invariably
one, and the same.
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For your protection:
-

Jesus, and God must never be separated. There are many deities claiming
to be Jesus, and more is in the coming. Jesus makes this absolutely clear in
the Bible, that He, and the Father is One. Jesus is Jehovah.

-

Holiness (Light) and Spirit (Love) must NEVER be separated. There are SO
many Christians I know who carry a HUGE presence of
Spirit/Love/Shekinah. Not to mention Jews, and Muslims as well. Spirit is for
everyone. A Christian can be FILLED with Spirit. But that doesn`t mean it is
the HOLY spirit. This is VERY important. Symptoms of the HOLINESS of
Spirit is a higher-dimensional, uplifting holy vibration that is of the nature of
the Father`s male sexual potency, and exemplifies in childlikeness, laughter,
dance, smiling, joy, fearlessness, unconditional love and natural innocence.

We are all one through the superconscience matrix of the source-field!

The Lessons of the Law:
Lesson 1: If the creator is God, and a creator makes life, then God must be light and
love.
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Lesson 2: Love/Sex is the ultimate expression of life, God and creation, and the
ultimate joy of which all other psyches of all organisms are derivatives of. Love/Sex
is the mainframe source-field vibration exemplified in the libido of man facilitated
towards work, higher conscience and ascension which is the virtue of the law.
Lesson nr 3: Source, Love and Light is beginning and circle of life, and thus eternal,
as God is eternal. Which makes life eternal. These are the three divines. The three
eternals.
Lesson nr 4: This multiverse is God`s FIELD or THOUGHT. The keepers of the Law
should study the science of ETHER. Don`t believe what they teach you at school!
Lesson nr 5: The Law of Love, and Light distinguish us from animals, and prove us
Gods in the Creator`s image.
Lesson nr 6: The law is the purpose of life, and foundation of all true religion, and
morale through love and enlightenment/light being the facilitators of ascension.
Lesson 7: Nature, the Bible, and the law teaches us that light/science, survival of the
fittest, selective breeding, hard work, and non-compromise to ignorance and nonfacts is essential for completing a high-civilization of equal-minded, or Heavenly
Kingdom. You must work hard, be confident, passionate, aim high, and be a
perfectionist like a disciple of Jesus. Yet be not proud, but humble and wise like
Jesus.
Lesson nr 8: This is the New-World Order law prophesied to come.
Lesson 9: Sex is Holy in how man, and woman unite into hermaphroditic God,
becoming divine creators in the sex act, with the resulting orgasm symbolizing the
sensation of God, Heaven, and ultimate creativity.
Lesson nr 10: The metaphysical concepts of the expanded understanding of the
concepts; love/female, and light/male, answer to: All matter in existence both
inorganic and organic, while Source-Field put it all in motion in the first place.
Lesson nr 11: All energy= positive, or negative sexual organic energy.
Lesson nr 12: Seeking love, and enlightenment without God doesn`t add up to the
equation, because an enlightened person will inevitably find God.
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Lesson 13: The Holy Spirit is the spirit of God, and thus the spirit of Source, Love and
Light! Because Holy=Light, and Spirit(Shekinah)=Love. The source-field expressed
itself in the form of the universe like this:
God=love/spirit+light/holiness=man=spirit+holiness=God – becoming God/ascension
through Christ. God=Love+Light=GOD! Returning to source!
Lesson 14: Love is the law, and means morale, honesty, respect, social kindness and
care. In symbolism it can also mean water, the divine feminine, Venus, and the Moon.
Lesson 15: Light means joy, truth, honesty, enlightenment, holiness, spreading of
knowledge, science, exchange of ideas, and ¨peace and order¨. In symbolism it can
also mean fire, the divine masculine, the Sun, Jupiter and Mars.
Lesson 16: Honesty is a child of both light and love, and the most important of all.
Don`t forget to be honest, because honesty to your will, doing what you want, and
being honest to others and always true, is the path to freedom and abounding joy.
Wear your emotions on your sleeve, say things as it is straight out, never let your
heart be wounded, yet be loving, and never wound others.
To be honest, you have to be strong. And to become strong, you need loving
affirmation and light of joy. Understand that you must receive it, and always give it to
others. Then you can be honest.
Lesson 17: The Law`s majesty, and simplicity proves intelligent design in itself.
Lesson 18: Love is the law all religions must agree upon and is the divine quality
innate in every human that traverses all borders and ethnicities, and is as such the
hope for peace in past, present and future, as the law is eternal.

Follow the law!
Love yourselves
Love the people.
You got to be whole first!
I have taught you the Eternal Law. Build on it, and it will go you well.
Love the law, and love Source – everything around you - with all of your heart and
love your brother as yourself.
Rejoice!
Be one with Source!
Always abound with joy in the force, for He is everywhere in nature, inside you, and
all around you. He never leaves, and ONLY wants what is good for you.
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Let the Source fill you with Light and Love every morning.
With holy joy and compassion of heart!!! That`s what I do.
Carry the fruits of the spirit wherever you go and rejoice with dancing and song! Love
all you meet, and never judge, for Jesus loves them too.
If your father loves all, how can you judge this person, but love another?

Do you not know the angels in Heaven? God let`s his light shine on all.
How can you love children, adults, and your wife more than others when we are all
brothers and sisters’ part of the same super-being? Did not Jesus tell you to love
your neighbor as yourselves?
Love the poor, the rich, the weak, the sick and old! The strength of a man is
measured by the length of his arm to help the weak! Remember that.
Train yourselves to always be loving to yourself, and your surroundings by following
the Law, and filling yourselves with the three divines, source, Love and Light.
Loving yourselves comes first, or as Jesus says, love your neighbor as yourself! You
cannot follow the law without experiencing loving transformation. Seek love with
brothers, and sisters to become whole! Healing comes through intimacy and
friendship.
Then you can love each other as I have loved you!
When I was sick, poor, and needy, you did not see me, and I had no friends but my
Father. Every day, and night was pure suffering, but instead I spent all those years
seeking the lost, helping others like myself, and meeting as much people as possible
on restaurants, hotels and BARS where I was always friendly, always shining in the
Holy Spirit, joyous, and never talked about my problems.
I smiled to my assailants in the midst of calamities for 7 years, for I have the
Force/Source, and a MIGHTY ally it is. In fact, none could exist without it, so you
better train yourself to adapt to it and utilize it.
Ask yourselves this: If you do not help others, how can you expect help yourselves?
The strength of an arm is the length to which it can help others. In this you know you
are God`s children, as his rain and sun shines equally for all, as his loving
forgiveness is everlasting.
He loves you. He loves the sinner, yet hates the sin, like Jesus taught us. He loves
you no matter what you do, and how deep you fall.
Understand: Because he made you. That is the secret of Judaism, and the Shekinah
indwelling.
St John the apostle lived to a noble age, and when delivering his last sermon, he said
only two words: Love each-other.
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You have now learnt the Eternal Law. Drop everything you have. Become whole like
children by finding yourself in others, heal your heart, and learn to be loving disciples,
and teachers of the law!
Love is the law. The universal conduit between all times, ethnicities, borders and
universes... That is eternal.
Love Source, love Light, and Love the others/spirit.

Reloveution is for all.
The time has come for YOU to step up and secure your children`s future! I highly
recommend you band together in brotherhood and build cells of survivalism with a
knowledge-basis of source, love and light! Light of knowledge, and pride in your
western-humanistic, civilized heritage. Knowledge that binds together the world of
your future, forming friendships.
In the future we will look back at how we only accomplished our goals through
source, love and light. Together these three make the Eternal Law.
The law of God: Source, Love, and light is my passion. So, should it be for you. We
all breathe the same air – part of the same superconscience source-field. The Ether.
So, you see I discovered something similar to the Fibonacci sequence.
Love is the law, a language all religions can agree upon, and all ethnicities can
understand. It traverses all borders and is the hope of the beating heart: Common in
every one of us. Everlasting. Love is the hope of yesterday, today, and tomorrow.
Take the mantle of truth and run as lady liberty! It would honour me greatly! My
sacrifice is not in vain my child. Take the journey through these webpages’
knowledge, wisdom, find the secrets, and rise to defend your future!

Yet Revolution is for the west. (Why blondes are chosen of L&L)
My books discover a scientific-religious philosophy of Light. The light of your golden
hair, and your blue eyes is sacred to the Sun, the blue sky of deep soul and wisdom,
and the Morningstar`s holy purity. Your white velvet skin is sacred to Heaven,
Heavenly clouds, and your overwhelming beauty is the lion goddess incarnate.
A lion is blonde if you had not noticed, and the lions are the top of the animal
kingdom. Platinum-blondes from central Sweden are the last of these people who in
ancient times were described as ¨those who from Heaven came. ¨Blondes are the
ancient ¨lion people¨.
The lion tribe of lion blondes that were the symbol of the all Sun-Cult civilizations (the
Illuminati), along with the red and golden colours, (see Knights Templar, the Roman
Empire, etc) who`s blonde Caesars ruled every ancient civilization, from blonde
Aphrodite, to blonde Alexander the Great to blonde Julius Caesar, until Satan, the
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Black Brotherhood infiltrated the Illuminati. Darkness always hides in the light, and
takes something pure, like the Illuminati (the original Aryan sun-cult), or Lucifer
(Venus, Jesus, and the Angel of Light), and destroys it by plagiarizing it in it`s stead,
claiming he (Satan) is the light, when Jesus really is. This Satan`s favourite way of
ridding of his enemies.
The historical Illuminati did just that…, but the Illuminati is far older than Weishaupt`s
evil, Jewish financial scheme of a tyrannical New World Order, where the aim is to kill
the blonde people before they realize they are the chosen people of the Eternal
Religion of the Sun, science, beauty, history and achievements.
I was trying to determine what people are chosen by our God. If YOU were an alien:
You would choose an intelligent, beautiful, tall, naturally beardless, broadshouldered, blonde, non-hairy hermaphrodite male with a tiny pointy nose, and a face
perfect after the golden ratio, of course. An intelligent, civilized, orderly beauty of
noble moralistic standards, peaceful nature, a strong independence, and albeit naïve,
but because of a heart of love.
These are the traits of the purest of the race of Platinum-Blonde race, the people of
central Sweden, this pointing to definite traits of our Sky-People ancestors, blondes
who came from Atlantis, and civilized the world after the great flood.
Nordics happen to have all those qualities unlike any other people-group, and also
happen to have exceptionally large penises with Iceland coming in one centimetre
shorter than the nr. 1 nation. They are also the second tallest people, only a few
centimetres shorter than Nilotes.
Nordics also have the greatest varieties of facial features (personality) , the greatest
varieties of hair features (white, platinum-blonde, blonde, brown, red, red-blonde,
black, curly and even afro-tendencies aren`t uncommon in Scandinavia) , and the
greatest varieties of eye-colours (blue, green, golden and brown.)
Mostly all other races all look the same as their own race, but the Nordics are a mix
of many ancient, extinct races and tribes. Did you know there were tribes of blondes
only and redheads only? All know who the 10 lost Israeli tribes are, but nobody
knows who the hundreds of Norwegian tribes were???
The age of the Sun has dawned upon the second Atlantis. But where are it`s people?
Where are the chosen Nordic people, chosen by the law of love and light, science,
athletics (Norwegians and Swedes), beauty, and history? They are in chains, bound
by corrupt politicians.
Where is the lion-blonde sun-children of the stars deep blue souls??? Where are the
elves, Elohim and angels??? Christianity, originally a sun-cult, native pagan beliefs
and tribal identity (which are extinct), and our race, which represent vital aspects the
human gene-pool, and native European culture, is under threat, yet all seem to
ignore it, due to their abovementioned peaceful nature…, and their lack of
knowledge.
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Blondes were in fact deified throughout all European history from the ancient Greeks
until Nazi-Germany (see Aphrodite, and look up Wikipedia), who saw Jewish-financial
tyranny as an enemy, banned the Jews and Freemasons, and sought to create the
second Atlantis for better or for worse…
Let`s beautify Europe`s heritage as her son and preservator. You Europeans are
called to a chivalric mission of the most noble nature.
The naive, kind, polite, peaceful, and beautiful Nordic, blonde people have lost both
their pagan, and Christian culture! Return to monastic societies, and Viking
chieftainships, and remember your identity as an Illuminati lion tribe with dignity!
Don`t you dare succumb to be an Americanised, post-modern slave! That`s why
immigrants hate us! The more Norwegian, and nationalistic you are, the more you will
love yourselves, and the more they will love you! That IS my experience... Being
cowards won`t suffice to anything.
Don`t sing your national hymns only on Independence Day! And start wearing hats
like in the 50ies! Oh, children of the Sun, i call you. For we are creating a new world,
and YOU are called as the head-corner-stone! Why?
I thought you knew. There is a HUGE why!

Because.
The need is for the populace of a pioneering nation like Norway to push for a
reformation in all scholarly fields, including the branches of physics, history,
medicine, pharma, psychology, and spirit science, waking the world up to the
financial New World Order conspiracy through utilizing obvious conspiracy theories
like chemtrails, and the cancer-industry to reach unity in opinions of politics and
religion. That is the task given to Norway, or any pioneering, industrialized nation.
The world needs revolution, and it can come through 1 Sexual Revolution, 2
Nationalist Revolution, 3 Religious Revolution, 4 Technological Revolution, 5 Political
Revolution - dissatisfaction with lying politicians which ties with all of the above.

How it began.
How did I discover this? It was Jesus who led me and told me to write this book.
Consider my teaching love, and light sacred as a new gospel of Jesus.
I won`t tell you my whole story, but I was a very devout Christian. Things happened
that shook my life. I would go through journeying half the globe and converting to
Judaism before ending up at a mental asylum. Attacked by the Illuminati Mk-Ultra. I
journeyed between Heaven, and Hell for 3 years of intense spiritual struggle.
It was there he came, like a ray of light between all hopelessness: Gabriel, my Holy
Guardian Angel which I had not seen for a long time. When all hope seemed lost,
and thought I wouldn`t last a year, he spoke hope, and helped me mightily the next 3
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years, eventually leading me into freedom from mental illness. Hallelujah. Praise the
Lord.
I will never forget it. I was lying in my bed thinking of how all my dreams, and hopes
were gone, when a ray of hope lit the room, and I saw Gabriel descending from
Heaven. His few words will change the world forever. All was revealed, and in such
an instant and simplicity!
I call it ¨the law of the Aquarian Child, or the Aquarian law of Light. ¨
What Gabe actually said that FIRST encounter was: ¨Go tell this to the heathens, live
freely, and do what you want, but honesty is a virtue, and if you find God, it`s great!
You find love and light. You find what you lived for. ¨
It got me thinking… That was all Gabriel said. I shall not add to it. I was lying in bed
and could clearly see an angel whom identified as Gabriel. Since then, Jesus has
poured his revelation about source, love and light, and helped me give his word for
the New-Age of Aquarius.
I mention honesty. Honesty is a part of the law. You must BELIEVE what you do, or
else it is a sin. I will explain later.
Source (field) is God. And the source-field is love and light!
Light is the intellect seeking universal equilibrium of understanding through research
of truth shedding lies. It is also Holiness which in turn brings: Honesty, which we
touched upon.
Love is compassion, care, respect, and the heart.
Combine them, and you create morale. To me: Love & Light is the end-product of our
Judeo-Christian-Hellenistic humanist civilization. The final flower of a 4000+ year old
civilization. Our core values.
Through creating morale: Utilizing your mind, and your heart: You become according
to the nature of your father God, who is light and love. The Holy Spirit… You become
like Gods, but not in a bad way.
I mean: You become like children of Heaven. Does not Jesus say you will not enter
Heaven unless you become like children? Does he not tell you love is the greatest
command? Does he not say: ¨do to others what you want others to do to you? ¨
Added to the law is the proclamation. ¨I am God for I am his son, and my Heavenly
Father is my higher self, and He is my true will through the Holy Spirit. ¨
Jesus testifies this is true the only time he prays for us in the Bible. That we shall be
one like he, and the father is one.
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Galatians 5:22-23
But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, forbearance, kindness, goodness,
faithfulness,
gentleness and self-control. Against such things there is no law.
Against love in the spirit, there is no law
It is mankind`s job to seek the Holy Spirit, and the Holy Spirit to make us free from
sin. We cannot accomplish this ourselves. Freedom is not freedom to sin, but
freedom from sin. Through a deep relationship to Jesus comes salvation, and
through the strength of salvation comes love for holiness.
Jesus says in John 13:34-35
"A new command I give you: Love one another. As I have loved you, so you must
love one another. By this everyone will know that you are my disciples, if you love
one another."¨
Pope Francis, the current pope, is called Peter the Roman. He preaches a gospel of
love.
Matthew 16:18
¨ And I tell you that you are Peter, and on this rock, I will build my church, and the
gates of Hades will not overcome it. ¨
We are that movement the Pope envisioned. We are the rock of Peter. What rock?
The Great Pyramid is the rock in question here as we discovered.

The mysterious road to Heaven
The greatest mystery of magick is the Holy Ghost. What is it? It is the sacred aspects
of all that exist. God - spread into the traditional planetary spirits (7 fires before God),
the spirits of mankind (shekinah), Jesus and God. A trained sensory magician, or a
trained seer will have a difficult job determining which of the 7 Gods the Holy Spirit is.
It is simply all of them, but the spirit of the Sun, Venus, and Jupiter is most prominent,
whereas for instance Mars, the Moon, Venus, and Saturn is most prominent in
the ¨Allah spirit¨ of Islam. Compared to the powerful, energizing spirit of Lucifer,
the ¨Allah spirit¨ and other angels, the Holy Spirit feels weak.
While Judaism, Islam, and Jehovah`s Witnesses have much of the ¨Father Spirit¨ of
law, which is a more energizing spirit than the Holy Ghost, this is mysteriously not the
road to Heaven. Of the spirits comprising the Holy Ghost, the one of the Queen of
Heaven is the most prominent one. And is it not funny? This weak, warm, secure,
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strange spirit that fills you, and almost dumbs you down is actually the single, only
road to obtain eternal life in eternal security. WOW.
For we can only come to Heaven through ascending into Heavenly consciousness
through living in a deep, personal relationship to Jesus, God, the HG, and the divine
saints. Not through laws alone. Only through intimacy through this strange weak
spirit… One out of the thousands of powerful spirits there is.
I find this to be beyond mind-blowing and: I can guarantee it is true as I am the
greatest sensory ninja. This HG relationship was opened through Jesus: Lord of the
Holy-Ghost mercy covenant. We are a new creation.
Jesus became the greatest example of love: ¨God sacrificing himself for us¨.
It is said ¨God`s ways, and wisdom is stupidity in the eyes of the world. ¨

The nature of sin explained
Is there sin? It`s all about conscience. When you know something is wrong, and still
do it, you are a descending conscience. It`s all about conscience in this
multidimensional multiverse.
Either you nurture positive emotions and conscience, creating ripples of light, or you
nurture the demons who rule this world. These are the reptilians, and they feed on
every negative energy. Without negative energy, they don`t exist. Earth is a soul-farm
to them. Will you prove them wrong?
Gabriel mentions honesty which left me pondering for a day. What did it mean?
Honesty is a very important subject when it comes to sin and holiness.
Honesty means staying true to yourself: Your True will. It means staying true to
others, to national law, etc. Do what you want is the freedom St. Paul writes about.
The freedom we receive when IN the Holy Spirit, or as Paul writes: There is no sin.
Both the atheist, and Christian should do what they want, but the Christians do it
because their will is reborn in the Holy Spirit. The Holy Spirit thus acts as your higher
self or ¨true will. ¨ The Holy Spirit will transform you through the sanctification process
until freedom is no longer freedom to sin, but freedom FROM sin. Freedom from your
nature.
When intimately connected to Jesus, and the Holy Spirit in your heart, god will reveal
to you what is sin in your life.
Honesty is so important because true sin is sinning against your own conscience. If
you are convinced something feels wrong, or if you know it is a sin to you, the devil
will sue you, for now: There is an angel, and devil recording every thought, and word
through all your life. This is an absolute fact I have established through my work on
magick.
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Being honest doesn`t necessarily mean saying rude things. Being honest also
implies being honest to the law of the country.
And why does Gabriel say do what you want? Do what you want means being
yourself! And if you find God, it`s great! You find the truth of what you are! Mission
accomplished at the bossom of your your Holy Father!
Loving one another means never inciting violence, not bullying, slandering, beating,
killing, but coexisting, encouraging, socializing, and saying good to one another.
Especially those who have low self-esteem.
The first interpretation I got after the Heavenly revelation was that honesty means:
When you find God, you must choose to convert as certain as the spirit yawns for it
inside of you. That is honesty. For if you know something is truth, how can you not be
a believer in it? It means not to change religion whence you have first started your
Christian course and received the Holy Spirit True Will of the sanctification process.
Only when you stand true to the Law, and your True Will of the Holy Ghost Mercy
covenant of Yeshua can you Truly be freed from sin and live like children in a world
free from sin. That is the future Kingdom of God.
There is no other salvation but in the living relationship with Jesus through the bloodpouring of the Holy Ghost. After receiving Christ: You are saved even if you sin and
apologize from the heart! Because of His sacrifice!
But you will grow closer to a sin-less nature through the biblical sanctification
process. For your yearnings becomes the yearnings of Jesus. And as much as Jesus
loved the law, so will you learn to love what he loved. And when reborn in Christ: You
are God, and no longer Satan creation as we covered in my book: Jesus, Lucifer and
the ritual of the cross explained.
And your true will is now God`s. God is your higher self and co-exists in everyone
around you until you all reach co-herent belief, mass-equlibrium, and the Earth
returns to God`s garden of eternal happiness without suffering, ending all sin.
But how can happiness end all sin? And is not fornication a sin? Sinning against the
Holy Spirit, and fornication is the only thing aside from dietary laws (not drinking
blood) that is mentioned as a sin for non-Jewish believers in the entire New
Testament.
Fornication is the word Peter uses. But what is fornication? History, and the New
Testament tells us the early Christians were quite loving...! Unholy sex is fornication.
But some sex is healthy! Like sex inside marriage!
We will discover the Bible teaches we are judged by God after our own thoughts, so
that one thing is a sin for one man, and not for another, and thus there is in reality no
sin which Paul attests. So, WHAT IS SIN?
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It started when emotions of pain, sadness, anger, discontent, envy, seven desires,
etc came into the world. The devil is a thoughtform and does not exist unless you
these abovementioned scars of an imperfect 3rd dimensional life. That is why Jesus
preaches Heaven come to Earth.
The devil can only exist if you have these pains in you, as it is the only food he has.
How did this happen? Because life in the world was painful until now! Until we soon
in the future create a life without poverty, sadness, disease, famine or starvation.
But let`s jump back to the law.
The devil took mankind`s guilt because he wasn`t honest to himself, honest to God.
(As in the Garden of Eden.) The devil was awakened by that abandoned loneliness,
and unprotective shame and lack of peace, love and understanding, which turned
into a guilty conscience of a fallen existence whence we were kicked out of Eden
down to Earth.
The disembodied spirits of previous life-forms that were deleted from the Matrix
found life in all the 7 sins and possessed mankind, finding life in mankind`s pain and
guilty conscience.
For when that devil finds possession in your pain is when he creeps inside your
wounded heart, and you sin, for you are possessed by a lower-dimensional
thoughtform.
Think in terms of frequency and vibration. Don`t lower yourself, but ascend towards a
higher frequency of love, peace and understanding through the Holy Spirit in Jesus!
A demon takes part in your soul and attests your sin to own you! The devil (who is all
things painful) is a lawyer who starts owning, and affecting the vibration of your soul,
as the devil is a disembodied spirit without form unless we give him room. But when
there is no pain, no polarities, and all live in the Holy Ghost higher self, there will be
no room for disembodied spirits of Hell to venture on Earth. That is the future
Kingdom of God. A world without sin.
But the devil haunted the people of old, like Moses, because of his sinful life, and
mankind desperately sought the impossible: A reunion with God whom they could not
reach. Moses thus created an Abrahamic law for themselves and others, to protect
themselves from the devil. But the law became the devil`s best friend. For: Are we all
Moses? No! Meditate on this…
They lived in a world of pain, but we have the opportunity to live millennia through
technological advancements!
The devil will find no room when homogenous ethic belief in the law goes global, and
everyone are constantly happy, filled with the Holy Ghost…
Some argue that nothing is a sin in itself, if you act in the Holy Ghost, except the few
things mentioned by Peter.
I find this ridiculous as there are clearly sin/vibrations in this Matrix that are deleted.
But let`s say you make love in the Holy Ghost vibration, that is, while being with God,
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the question arises: Is sin (for Christians) evidently defined by in what emotion or
spirit the deed is done? Paul writes on this. How else could you explain Christianity?
The new-testament says sin came into the world through the law. The Jews became
slaves of El-Saturn-Death-Law-Time and forgot the law of children. All were under
the Mosaic covenant. But Jesus says quote: The law was made for man, not man for
the law. Can you say Jesus taught the law was relative to person and situation?
Jesus lived by the entire Judaic law, and some say he undid it through a ritual on the
cross, taking the keys of death from Saturn through his ascension, although Jesus
himself says the law will never die.
Saturn`s symbol is the cross. We were no longer Saturn`s creation having to
complete the law to become born again as God`s creation. For Jesus had fulfilled the
law as the second Adam, and God was so pleased by his sacrifice, a new covenant
was made.
A magickal covenant with God is always made by blood, and his blood set us free.
We are thus born again to live in the Holy Ghost Mercy covenant.
Understand this:
Moses created something so impossibly holy only because of his occult former life as
a sinner in the house of Pharaoh. The Bible says the devil was after Moses soul. It is
the same with me. I know the devil, and because the astral demon takes part in my
broken heart when I commit the sin of love, I am no longer holy enough to love freely.
Yet if I never experienced pain in a perfect world and had loved as an innocent child
of the Holy Ghost since birth, and been happy all my life, the devil would not have
been able to be inside me, and ¨own me¨. The devil is DEAD! The devil is
FORMLESS! The devil is NAMELESS!
The devil is an astral thoughtform awakened by every painful emotion. Acts you do
when acting through that original pain gave the devil room. That`s what sin is. But
you have to be in Jesus, and the Holy Ghost. In him: There is no room for the devil,
and there is no sin.
The devil only exists because people are burdened through life. Got it? Let Heaven
come to Earth. The more people who ascend, the more of the above will come
below.
In retrospective: We see the law was the devil`s best friend, and yet was instituted by
God to dethrone Satan through Jesus completing it as foretold in the pyramid
prophesies, and in the Mazzaroth. As we covered earlier.
The second Adam re-instituted the law of the children through being perfect in the
eyes of the lawish accuser. Lucifer died for man to be his, and Jesus Lucifer died for
man to be God`s. Mankind was ¨birthed¨ and became a ¨new species. ¨ Satan could
not call a sheep with wings a sheep anymore, or judge them by the same law? No!
The law was undone. We were free. A new species.
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The devil is a lawyer, and mankind was free to walk to Heaven after Jesus whom we
are saved through. Since the fall into sin: Mankind had never been free to take the
keys of Hades, and rule Heaven for themselves until Jesus took them, and mankind
was thus birthed as their own ruler, and dominant species of the planet. Before
Jesus: We were basically ruled by another set of Gods. The old Gods, the angels,
and the ancient Gods, the reptilians or dinosaurs. The evil ancient reptilian archons
who do not possess love. We were ruled and owned by the reptilians as a soul-farm.
Satan was the God of Earth, and they were the hidden keepers of our planet, our
creators. Hiding underground since primordial times to this day…
But we have a Heavenly lawyer in Heaven now through Jesus. Jesus took the place
of Lucifer in Heaven on the mount of ¨the fiery stones¨ where I have been! I know
every corner of this universe. Jesus thus became ¨owner¨, and lawyer of his human
children whereas Lucifer had previously had that position and took it with him after
falling from Heaven. Jesus became the death-angel whom Lucifer once was, and
mankind was his, worthy before God forever-more.
It is pivotal that mankind stays at Jesus hands, and never corrupt their DNA to undo
the salvation through Jesus.
Compare Exodus 13:16 to Revelations 13:16. I told you the Christians saw the law as
a disease, and a growing cancer! The antichrist Islam, and Judaism seeks to bind
humanity to law once again. A child burdened by the weight of the law all his life
becomes bitter and creates even heavier burdens for his children out of pride. Law is
useless. Salvation isn`t. All comes through salvation. There is no need for law
outside of the salvation of Jesus Christ. And even in Christianity, there is little need.
God promises us a world free from sin, in a future time where all have evolved to a
utopian haven. How can we evolve to be free from sin? When all have been
enlightened Christians through our spirit science. When all have had uniform ethical
ideology for decades. When all have lived through the Holy Spirit Covenant of mercy
through decades. When no soul has fallen, or any unclean broken emotions have
given room to the devil through decades.
There will be a time when the astral thought-form, the devil, of sin, and law has no
room, for there is no crack in any heart for him. There is no pain on Earth to be
found. I am a prophet of that age.

Liberty
When we were in Eden, we would jump at each other, and instantly have sex on a
crush. The feelings of lust, bitterness, and perversion stem from the fall into sin,
when we got our intelligence from Lucifer in the story of the serpent in Eden. This is
why Jesus acted as Lucifer and Adam on the cross of Saturn/law to unbind us from
the law and fulfil humanity.
For this world is a school, and Jesus was the first graduate. Jesus intercedes as our
high priest in Heaven having overcome death. I have personally been visited by
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Jesus who confirmed he was Adam from the garden Himself. This is a great secret
the devil fears, for it confirms the grandeur of God`s plan.
For instance, whenever I want to fuck, but condemn myself, those feelings awaken
the astral-demonic-thoughtforms of the devil and law. The longer I flirt, the stronger
the sensation of the demonic becomes, and when I`m finally in the act, I simply can`t
have sex because of my religious conviction. If I then do decide to have sex, the devil
will jump right inside me, and judge me on behalf of the law.
Romans 7:8
¨But sin, taking occasion by the commandment, wrought in me all manner of
concupiscence. For without the law sin was dead.¨
Whenever I have spontaneous sex, I feel a pure conscience instead, and believe me,
for the devil continuously haunts me. For I am like Moses, or the devil. I know all that
is sin or holy. I can tell who a religious person is from the moment he enters the
room.
Christianity has a total of 4 laws given by St. Peter. Not to drink blood, not to eat
what`s sacrificed to pagan Gods, not to eat meat from suffocated animals, and the
one that matters: Not to fornicate.
I am not telling you that spontaneous sex is ok. I`m just trying to make out what sin
is, and sin is simply dead orgone, deleted source-field-files, vampiric soul
entanglement, vampiric friendships, and all that is un-holy, that is, it cannot be
recycled in the Matrix, and therefore is deleted.
But more than anything: Sin is a guilty conscience: Doing something you KNOW you
shouldn`t. We are after all: Judged by our own understanding and people.
So, I say you can have sex? Well. I really do not know, but science says it`s healthy.
I myself developed a serious inferiority complex because I crucified myself when I
should have lived and learnt instead… Forgive me Jesus. Wilhelm Reich, and his
master Sigmund Freud were the founders of modern psychology and taught that sex
is the healthiest cure to any psychological disease. Freud even went as far as to say
that ALL mental illness could wholly, or partially be traced back to lack of sexual
stimuli. Might I add sexual stimuli, love, respect, recognition, closeness and
compassion… But sex is certainly good for you!
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An unnecessary history lesson.
1 Kings 11:3
He (Solomon) had seven hundred wives of royal birth and three hundred concubines,
and his wives led him astray.
I guess it depends on your relationship with the lord, and the will of the Holy Spirit.
That is also the answer I most often get from pastors, and I have asked everyone.
It was ok for the King to have 700 wives. The royal birth tale adds to this being the
most unbelievable bible verse in the entire Tanakh. Several wives AND concubines
were common for Israel ever since Abraham. Wives are more sacred than, oh but
wait; 300 concubines? 300+700=1000. Ok…! Is God a sex-god? Did Solomon erect
a temple to Asherah next to God`s temple? Did the ancient Israelites worship sex,
and see it as ok? And did the respective temples symbolize the male, and female
form? Is religion interconnected with the sacredness of sex and marriage, and is
there hidden truths in the Bible? There is controversy… While the Israelites certainly
were ¨led astray¨, the Bible/Tanakh, and the prophets were pretty lawish. Or were
they? There are several exceptions.
Various reform-Jews, and orthodox Jews differ wildly in opinion. As of today, some
Rabbi`s say it`s ok to have sex for instance before marriage, while others prohibit
even touching your genitals when peeing! Lol.
Shia-Muslims have a practice of temporary marriage called ¨pleasure marriage¨
where a pair of unmarried same-faith adherents can have sex through verbal contract
as long as the duration of the marriage is agreed upon in advance.
Buddhists monks believe abstaining from sexual intercourse is a way to reach
enlightenment as recorded by the Buddha in the eightfold path.
Branches of Hinduism, and all pagan religions of the antique including everyone from
Sumer up to Rome (!!!) practiced sacred prostitution to the honour of the fertility
moon-Venus Goddess under many names, whom was demonized by the catholic
church as a male prince of Hell, and known to Christians today under her Canaanite
name Asherah.
The Aryan Hinduism, and the Nordic-druidic religions of Europe had the practice of
deifying the ¨may-queen¨ in common.
While the Vikings of Norway gave women right of heritage and equalled them with
men past middle-age standards, there still existed sacred prostitutes in medieval
Scandinavia, but little is known.
During spring in Scandinavia, the Virgin Fertility Goddess Frøya would have sacred
sex with the corresponding male Frøy on all open fields to impregnate the land. I am
the first scholar connecting these dots, but: I conclude that since the most important
Viking grave-ship (common for the Celtic redheads of Atlantis) discovery in Norway
was to a woman, a priestess, who was a foreigner from the Balkan region, and that
this of the Åseberg Ship, as paraphrased by Marie Kvilhaug, was that of a cult to
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Frøya, of which there is considerable proof, that some women had goddess-like
status, and that the Vikings – the greatest explorers in the middle-ages - were
extremely knowledgeable of worldwide religion, art, weapons etc, in addition to being
the greatest feminists of their times.
For instance: cannabis seeds were found in her grave-ship, and the plant is
associated with the goddess cult, for instance the Isis cult of Egypt, and through all
the antique world.
For instance, in Genesis as the fruit of knowledge (cannabis the goddess of wisdom)
the goddess Eve (Hawah) ate it in the garden of Eden. Also, other global myths
correlate Cannabis to the arrival of the serpent, and it associated with the arrival of
the goddess, Virgin Mary, Mary Jane, sex, ¨dragon-weed¨, etc, globally to this day.
It`s consumption, and smoking (as demonstrated on Aztec carvings) was global even
in the antique.
As was the use of cocaine, as found in Egyptian mummies. Cannabis was further
described as a component of Moses sacred anointing oil, as popularized by cannabis
churches of today who still use it. The first medical text, that of Zarathustra contain
cannabis as the nr.1 ailment to disease. That Jesus ever consumed cannabis is
controversial, although the very name we use for him today, the anointed one, meant
just that. One who had consumed cannabis.
ANYWAYS! Another history lesson ;)

A Christian gospel of Love.
Romans 7:7-11
7

What shall we say, then? Is the law sinful? Certainly not! Nevertheless, I would not
have known what sin was had it not been for the law. For I would not have known
what coveting really was if the law had not said, “You shall not covet.” 8 But sin,
seizing the opportunity afforded by the commandment, produced in me every kind of
coveting. For apart from the law, sin was dead. 9 Once I was alive apart from the law,
but when the commandment came, sin sprang to life and I died. 10 I found that the
very commandment that was intended to bring life actually brought death. 11 For sin,
seizing the opportunity afforded by the commandment, deceived me, and through the
commandment put me to death.
1 Corinthians 10 23-33
“Everything is permissible,” but not everything is beneficial. “Everything is
permissible,” but not everything is edifying. No one should seek his own good, but
the good of others.
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Eat anything sold in the meat market without raising questions of conscience, for,
“The earth is the Lord’s, and the fullness thereof.”
If an unbeliever invites you to a meal and you want to go, eat anything set before you
without raising questions of conscience. But if someone tells you, “This food was
offered to idols,” then do not eat it, for the sake of the one who told you and for the
sake of conscience—the other one’s conscience, I mean, not your own. For why
should my freedom be determined by someone else’s conscience? If I partake in the
meal with thankfulness, why am I denounced because of that for which I give thanks?
So, whether you eat or drink or whatever you do, do it all to the glory of God. Do not
become a stumbling block, whether to Jews or Greeks or the church of God, just as I
try to please everyone in all I do. For I am not seeking my own good, but the good of
many, that they may be saved.
/
Understand now? We are born again! Jesus did it! We have become Heavenly
citizens, or as Jesus says:
Matthew 11:12
From the days of John, the Baptist until now, the kingdom of Heaven has been
subjected to violence, and violent people have been raiding it.
This verse is amazing. Jesus really was a God… The conquering lion of Judah…
Here, Jesus is basically likened to a conqueror who took Heaven by force. The work
of Jesus on the cross is often called ¨The conquest of paradise¨ by mystics. Why?
Before him: There was no Heaven for man! The Bible says Jesus is the firstborn son
of God (Heaven), and that we are a new creation in Him. It tells Jesus literally ¨took
the keys of death. ¨ The Bible says he ¨prepares a room for us¨, and ¨intercedes for
us as a Heavenly high priest. ¨ Jesus is our hope!!!
Understand?
But let`s go back to Paul and clear up some theology surrounding the Holy Ghost
mercy covenant. Paul goes on to say that one thing can be sin for a Jew, but not for
a roman.
Romans 2:29 ¨No, a person is a Jew who is one inwardly, and circumcision is
circumcision of the heart, by the Spirit, not by the written code. Such a person's
praise is not from other people, but from God. ¨
There are many verses like this. Here, Paul who was a lawish Jew himself says that
Christians are the real Jews!
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So, is there any point in Judaism? Yes. Some chose to be messianic Christians
(Jews for Jesus), and circumcise themselves to get the blessings of living by what
laws still counts for them in the Mosaic laws. Why? There are laws still valid, but they
don`t save us, philosophically speaking. Jesus says that all laws are still valid. So
why do they follow them? Because there is a blessing for those of the Mosaic
covenant, and for those of the Yeshuaic covenant.
BUT! Only a personal relationship to Jesus in the HG, and a clear conscience of joy,
laughter, and love can save you. Remember this! It`s all about ¨living in the
Heavenlies with God as a higher self. ¨ It`s all about having a higher, clear
conscience, and invading Heaven through personal relationship to Jesus our Saviour.
Mighty king.
Yet we are civilized? St. Peter made sure we don`t completely fall into hegemony,
and gave us 4 laws, or basically one: Not to ¨fornicate. ¨
Acts 21:25
¨As for the Gentile believers, we have written to them our decision that they should
abstain from food sacrificed to idols, from blood, from the meat of strangled animals
and from sexual immorality.”
Let`s be respectful of Heaven and Peter. Heaven is Holy without sin, so salvation
implies following some rules as not to get deleted. Why? Because you should
prepare yourself so you can get in and party forever!
Basic meltdown: The law of Moses is undone for the gentiles, both Jews and
Gentiles are saved by a relationship to Jesus in the Holy Ghost Sanctification (mercy)
Covenant, and the Law of Source, Love and Light is awaiting the Heavenly Kingdom.
The law of the future Messiah.
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Chapter: 3 The mysteries of God/source-field, love and light.
God is source – the source field. God is love and light. The creators. The
benefactors. The divine aspects of man. Why? I thought you already knew but let me
explain more deeply in this chapter.

The science of love and light.
Light gives it`s life to lifeforms. Light also reveals the form of lifeforms to the eye. The
light from the scientific creator/the rays of the sun traverse through ether and is
transformed into chemical energy through the photosynthesis in plants.
Photo means light, and the synthesis of light is circle of life. What circle? Plant-eaters
get eaten by carnivorous animals, etc, and we are on top the food chain. The light
synthesis. That creates all form.
The source-field is God. Jesus used this force. The Greek word for
carpenter/woodworker also translates to lightworker. Working light is working with
source. And there was no Nazareth. Only Mazzaroth.
The scalar field has a conscience. It is the combined conscience of that is. All
planetary archons, and universal matter co-create evolution in a big soup. God in the
all, or God in the 7 lamps of the menorah. For there are seven forces.
And you are God, on top of the food-chain.
Source, light, and love, god, Jesus, and the Holy Ghost, shined upon the world, and
created minor lifeforms. They evolved until we came along. Mankind is the beauty,
and flower of evolution. Why?
For we possess the moralistic intellect capable of judging right from wrong. That is
what makes us more than animals.
Once again, we see that God is love. And we are God, the flower of the source field.
To bud is the purpose of any organism. Thus, mankind was the purpose of creation.
Love binds life together through the sexual act of procreation, and it`s the binding
ingredient. The continuation of, or receptor of the form given us by light. A flower.
Love also makes life interesting. There would be little point in life without love.
Without a heart, morale, compassion, or good emotions. Scientific studies say that all
men seek two things: Love and acceptance. While some disagree, and turn to
hatred, we know better.
For even evil is a child of love. A child of God. And without love, there would be no
hatred, envy, ego, or other dark aspects of the human nature.
Science determines that love is the continuation of the form given to us by light. Love
is the egg to our cake as to speak. Life without girls, or boys would be boring. Love is
the binding ingredient to all form.
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Someone comes along, and argues ¨death, and darkness is just as much a power of
nature-philosophy as love. ¨ How? There is no death without life. The two are thus
children of love and light.
In general, we can scientifically conclude: Light provides us with form, and love
keeps us in form. As simple as that. You should keep that in mind when greeting
someone with love and light.
Greeting a person with love and light can also mean ¨may the light of the creator fill
you with form/life and may unconditional love (agape) keep you¨ through a religious
context.
For Christians, it means that the light of the ether, Holy Ghost, Jesus, and God will
permeate you, enlighten you with joy, and fill your heart with love through the
relationship to the divine.

The heart-mind.
For nearly five thousand years, attention has been focused on the brain as the seat
of human intelligence and even consciousness. But is the brain really the most
powerful or influential organ when it comes to these most basic and essential of
human qualities?
Since 1991, the Institute of Heartmath located in Boulder Creek, Colorado, has been
studying the power and influence of the human heart upon the brain and body. What
they discovered goes against what most of us were taught to believe by our schools,
families, and society.
Scientific research reveals that the human heart is thousands of times more powerful
and influential than the brain in sending signals and information to the rest of the
human body. The human heart communicates with the brain and body using
hormones, the nervous system, and an electromagnetic field generated by the heart.
The brain also generates an electromagnetic field, but it is much smaller and much
less powerful than the heart field. The heart field envelopes the entire body and
extends fifteen feet or more out into the surrounding environment.
It has been proven that our emotional state has a direct and powerful impact upon
the heart, and this impact influences the quality of information sent by the heart to the
brain. When our emotional state is one of inner peace, gratitude, contentment, or
other positive feelings, the brain receives signals that promote the ability to focus,
solve problems, perform physical and mental feats, and that enhance creativity,
intuition, and even spiritual awareness.
So what does all of this mean for those of us seeking to enhance our mental,
emotional, physical and spiritual wellbeing and performance? Perhaps it is time to
shift our attention away from the brain, or "Head Mind", to the heart, or "Heart Mind"
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for a little while and start integrating new knowledge into our awareness of who we
really are!
The intelligence of the Heart is something that has been intuitively sensed in
religious, spiritual, and philosophical societies throughout human history. We are all
familiar with the saying, "Listen to your heart". Deep down we all know that the place
to look for "inner guidance", "inspiration", "intuition", and "inner peace" is "in the
Heart" - not in the head.
When we seek connection with a Higher Power, God, or Source, we take a deep
breath and focus on the Heart, again not the brain.
What does this say about the true nature of the human Heart? Is it really just a pump
that moves blood through our veins (granted, a vitally important role!), or is it really
more, even much more?
It turns out that the Heart pumps much more than just blood. As we mentioned
earlier, it also pumps hormones throughout the body that regulate many functions,
including thought and perception in the brain. The electromagnetic field that
envelopes the body creates a kind of localized environment that has been proven to
influence the behaviour of DNA in our cells.
Most unusual of all, however, is the ability of the Heart Mind to convey actual ideas,
information, and images to the brain, where these signals are converted into words,
pictures, sounds and other forms that we can use to communicate, create, and relate
to each other and our world.
How is this even possible? What is the Heart Mind doing when this occurs? What
could the Heart be connected to that it is able to access never before ideas and
inspiration?
That, of course, is the Big Mystery - the question that perhaps has no tangible,
objective answer. At least, not yet.
Each of us, as we access the Heart Mind and receive this mysterious inner guidance,
can experience the true nature of this very real and tangible connection. What is it
that we are connected to? We all "know" what it is by direct experience. It is an
infinite intelligence, a source of unlimited energy and abundance, a reservoir of socalled "past" experience and knowledge - all waiting for us when we take the time to
focus on our Heart and open the gateway to Infinite Awareness.
Theoretical Physics - especially Quantum Physics - is beginning to help us
understand on a mental level that this infinite field of energy and information really
does exist. It is not just an idea, fantasy, or fairy tale made up to explain some
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personal mental and emotional experience. Using math and technology, scientists
are beginning to form measurable hypotheses that can be tested, confirmed, and
shared amongst colleagues and the greater population. Much of this research is
being conducted at the Institute of Heartmath, but it also taking place at the
Resonance Project in Hawaii, The Monroe Institute, and elsewhere.
The discovery of the Heart Mind could be the latest and greatest adventure into the
study of the true nature of reality. If we can prove that the Heart is connected to a
field of infinite energy and information, inner guidance, wisdom, and even inner
peace, then just as most human technology has been inspired and shaped by
examples in the natural world, the technology of the Human Heart could lead to a
new level, a quantum leap, in our technology, our society, and how we live with each
other and in our world.
Hinduism knew this long before science verified this thesis. The Hindus believe in the
7-chakra system. That is to say; 7 scalar energy vortexes within the human body.

The philosophical definition of light and love.
Light and love. Truth and emotional responsibility.
Light and love. Holiness and spirit – Love and Light is the essence of God!
What we need to ascend!
Love, intellect, willpower/hope and faith. These are the divine attributes of man in the
Bible. Hope is connected to the heart, and to love. Faith is connected to both, and
thus dangerous. If faith is only in your mind, you might become narcissistic and
egocentric. If faith is only in your heart, you might become misled, one-eyed, and a
dangerous radical believer.
Galatians 5:22-23
22

But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, forbearance, kindness, goodness,
faithfulness, 23 gentleness and self-control. Against such things there is no law.
It seems to me that the Spirit itself is love. Christians can confirm this. God is love.
For love creates all these things. Go to source.
Light is intellect, enlightenment, truth, holiness, order, fire and life. The fire Lucifer
stole from God. That intellect within you. The everburning flame. Passion. Light also
means opening your third eye through training your auras and working your
lightbody.
For light is enlightenment. Jesus says: "If thine eye be single; thy body will be full of
light" in Matthew 6:22. The spiritual eye is a gland in your brain that baffles scientists.
It`s made of piezo-electric crystals that catch waveforms and emit light to a sensor,
so it functions just like an eye. The so-called third eye.
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It`s called the pineal-gland and is awakening through meditation and prayer. If we are
disciples: Should we not also be lightworkers like our Master, and seek to exercise
our bodies, and minds to obtain pure bliss enlightenment???
To the question if willpower/hope is a divine quality of man, or if this is a combination
of heart and intellect, I say yes, they are.
Lord Krishna lists the divine qualities of man in the Bhagavad Gita.
¨The divine qualities are: Fearlessness even in the midst of sorrow. Purity of mind,
discriminatory knowledge, doing yajnas without aspiring for the fruits thereof, study of
the Vedas, penance and meditation, nonviolence, speaking the truth, not getting
angry, casting away that which is not good, controlling outward senses, not resorting
to backbiting or slander, compassion, desire-lessness for inappropriate objects,
gentleness, feeling a sense of embarrassment in doing wrong, splendor, patience
and forbearance, steadfastness, purity, not harming others, and absence of pride.¨
Christianity lists the nine fruits of the Holy Spirit as ¨divine qualities of man. ¨ But I say
all of the above is a result of love and light. It is proven by science that there are two
major differences about humans and animals. Our complex brain, and our moralistic
compass: The ability to discern right from wrong. Our sense of justice and
righteousness.
Love, and light are the two main ingredients for eternal safety on Earth, which the
great architect put in place visibly as Venus, and the Sun. Our most beloved stars
venerated by the Egyptians.
Light is the son of life that warms reserved coldhearted mindsets. Meditate upon light
and try to become it. Be more social and optimistic.
God was our first lover: Light who created man. He never ceases to love you. For he
is Love and shines his merciful forgiveness every morning. So, must we also forgive.
Of all we see in creation, love stands out more than anything. For none of it would be
was it not for love. Beauty is a result of receiving love. Receiving light=beauty. Life is
thus beautiful. And being beautiful is praising light through acting love, honouring the
creator.
Life itself is an act of love. How can you deny that love is our life? Live it then! None
of you would be here if not for love. Humanity is the flower of beauty. Love in its
ultimate form. Also, through hatred. For love is the origin. The heart of the Child. Love
is the creator, and the divine spark inside you.
Love includes, knows no borders, and has no shame. It is wild and free.
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Love is life. Life is eternal. Love is eternal. Darkness is also eternal, but love
overcomes darkness.
Love flows, multiplies, overcomes mountains, nurtures, and is the spring rain of life.
This is the message on the internet. This is the new man. It is the core behind the
hippie generation of conspiracy theorists. This is the mission of anonymous. This is
the mission of the New-Age. The mission of Christianity. The mission of Hinduism.
The mission of paganism. And the mission of humanism. The human exam now
finally formulated and summarized!
Love will break envy! And individualism! And Nietzscheism! The egocentric version of
the humanist philosopher based on Nietzsche will break! For too long have my
people been frozen!
Psychologists, and most religions say that there are two main things that every
person on the planet seeks innermost: Love and acknowledgement. Love is safety,
and acknowledgement is praise, respect, and being accepted.
The desire of love is lifelong, but the desire of acknowledgement comes when a
person defines his identity reaching conscience during childhood. It most often
involves getting praise from your parents, but might be for instance a disadvantaged
person, or a person who suffers from racism, or other oppression.
These two desires continue with us in the adult life where acknowledgement from
work, by your kids, your wife, or your God is the prime, underlying motivation that
drives the individual.
Love, and light is the needed methodology to fill the hearts of what all seek: Love and
acceptance/confirmation/acknowledgement.
As our loving hearts, and intellectual minds define morale, how can for instance a
disadvantaged person find acknowledgement unless on the humanistic basis of
morale as exemplified in ¨love and light¨?
The search for acknowledgement is identical to the search for identity, which all have,
especially in the information-age.
This search often defines what religion, race, political stance, and culture the person
belongs to. Thus, we can also say that every person seeks light/knowledge. Love
and light are what every person seeks to uphold their identity. Especially intellectual
people.
Love must be the new humanistic morale of care, with Jesus replacing Nietzsche`s
philosophy of egocentrism, and survival of the fittest. Remember, those who are
strong of you must embrace the weak! For all are equal in God`s eyes.
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Break the spirit of reserved coldness. Break apathy! Break slander! Break fashion
pressure! Love love love! All we need is the law of love and light! Even if they don`t
believe in Jesus, they will believe in love and light.
Love is eternal, and ever-flowing like God. It`s the beautiful circle of life.
There are those like me that has love in their hearts but find no love in a cold world.
They are like slow-growing, enduring oak-trees that shoot through the forest,
STRETCHING towards the light.
All the other trees grow more rapidly, and the oak stops growing due to lack of
sunlight... But when the other trees have lived their short lives is when the oak`s life
REALLY starts!!! They finally reach the top of the canopy and stand crowned with
light for perhaps 200-400 years after all the other trees are dead.
So, it is with those who die for the sake of love, and enter Heaven. They get their
reward in the afterlife. I endured, and so must you.
Love is like the perfuming flowers of trees blossoming, it`s the scent in the wind,
spreading sex to the neighbours, impregnating the trees. It is wild, free, animalistic,
and like the wind. Such is the nature of God: Kissing us like rain and sunlight. Like a
sloppy wet kiss. Such is the nature of the ether, as we discovered earlier. Sex is the
egg to our cake too, quite literally. Lol.
When you find the way of source, love and light, you find the path to God in his
ultimate form. The love that flows through all creation`s beauty, and all you see
around you everywhere. The Force. The Source. Return to Source.
When you find true love, you find your True Will. God.
Only God can create peace, and happiness in your heart. For he was your first lover.
Some people love power... Some have lost their first love. Keeping our childlike love,
joy, and nourishing deep relationships is true growth. For it is standing under the sun
like a tree. A follower of L&L should always nurture his friendships deeply.
Love knows no boundaries. Love trusts. Love hopes. Love perseveres.
Like the dandelion growing through the cement. Love has STRONG roots and
perseveres. It`s the mightiest, and most unique attribute of mankind.
Love forgives. Love is also a decision. The Bible teaches us to chose, and choice is a
child of intellect and heart: Will is a child of love and light…
Love is a trainer. Rejoice when forgiving, for you build a stronger character of love.
Love is being faithful. Sometimes, like in a relationship, love must defy logic for the
betterment of Children. It is hard to forgive, and life in complex situations, but don`t
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listen to your pride! Forgive, for it is better in the long-term, for forgiveness is the
heart of God who sends his rain, and sunlight on good and bad. Be like the Father.
Forgiveness sets both you, and your accusers free from your ego, while bitterness is
a toxic tonic of pride to poison others, but only hurts yourself… Learn this.
Live moralistic, but go easy on those un-enlightened who never learn, or you will
never be satisfied. Move on, like a laughing Buddha.
There is always something better, and there is always something worse.
Be happy with what you have.
Don`t take life too seriously, and don`t put your soul into relationships or
possessions. It will only cause pain when you loose them.
But generally speaking: Love shall not compromise with idiocy. For intellect, light,
yes, the brain is the organ to guide your heart, not the other way around.
If not: How can we confront blind faith? Light is thus, philosophically speaking, the
greatest of the two. The greatest of light and love.
But true love overcomes everything. For Love is eternal - is life.
Like God`s son`s light of mercy is new every morning. Shining on sinners, and saints
alike.
The heart is many things. Emotions, love, will and faith.
But will, and faith walks hand in hand with the brain. Still: The definition of religious
faith is ¨certainty of what cannot be seen. ¨ Until now.
I base all my believes on nature-philosophy, and science, as did Jesus. Some say
faith is the core of man, either man realizes or not. With our faith being love, what
solid hearts we will make!!!
I claim that love is the natural human compass that created all moralistic views.
These natural human tendencies are attraction, compassion, respect, kindness,
meekness, selflessness, and helping others grow.
That is what it means to be loving. It is praising others, caring for the weak, being
social and acknowledging. Love is not slandering or bullying.
Love is giving compliments. Love is including everyone. Love is serving others and
feeling good about it. God is love. Love can be making dinner or putting others higher
than yourself.
This is a nature only humans exhibit in all the animal kingdom. It breaks the
evolutionary model of survival of the fittest and sets us apart as wholly divine.
Love is a divine attribute just like intelligence! When mankind learns love and light,
we will have graduated out of the feudal nature of the animalistic man.
We will graduate into unity conscience and leave war behind. But not through
compromising ignorant others. Through making all enlightened.
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Love is beauty. Life is beauty. The most beautiful art, and heroic deeds were made
out of love.
Love is giving hugs. Love is smiling and spreading life… But most of all: Love is a
choice. A choice that becomes easier when we will our minds with joy.
Joy is the fruit that accompanies love.
The Bible tells that living in the nature of the Holy Ghost fills us with two major
components: Love to others, and exceeding joy. These walk hand in hand.
It is my wish that all people would ascend their conscience above primal instincts like
the sinful lusts of greed, envy, lust, and hate. It is time we reconnect with our creator
through Jesus-conscience who exemplified the very personification of love. God
dying for man, and not vice versa. Through connecting with God, we get the very
source of life: Which is love and light. Joy is the fruit of enlightenment. Bliss. Joy
follows in the footsteps of love.
Light. Light is truth, intellect and enlightenment. I promise that when all are
enlightened, our common knowledge in this book, and spirit science, will one day
bind the world together.
Light is being open and truthful. Just as every day sheds new light, and exposes
darkness, so must we also never stagnate like a bog. This is the major lesson of
humanity.
For medieval, unscientific, stagnate beliefs such as sharia Islam must be dealt with
by science.
Light is also connected with love in so many ways for instance through helping others
through sharing knowledge. As both light, and love is the nature of the creator: It is
only natural that they accompany each-other.
Jesus was a Jedi, and a sage teaching sun-philosophy. He says you are the light of
the world.
Matthew 5:14-16:
You are the light of the world. A city on a hill cannot be hidden. Neither do people
light a lamp and put it under a basket. Instead, they set it on a lampstand, and it
gives light to everyone in the house. In the same way, let your light shine before men,
that they may see your good deeds and glorify your Father in Heaven.
From my study of the REAL meaning of Genesis, and comparative mythology, I
concluded that God granted mankind love while Lucifer granted mankind intellect.
Lucifer ruled over us and created a race of co-rulers that were damned from the
Heavens like himself. He upgraded man, and kept them like a prized asset, as they
still resembled God himself. Then the giants died in the flood when St. Michael did
battle.
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The pyramid of Giza was erected as a prophecy to when the curse of Eden would be
broken. Jesus the second Adam was born from a pure seed and freed us from
karmic sin on the cross breaking the cycle, and sent us home to Eden.
Humanity had fulfilled the requirements of the law covenant and was re-born in Christ
through the Holy-Ghost mercy covenant. A covenant of love. Which we talked about
in my book Jesus, Lucifer and the ritual of the Cross explained…
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Chapter 4: The darkness of light.
Scientific, and philosophical thoughts on darkness
Why is love and light the essence of the universe and existence? According to the
scientific religion, and the ¨big bang¨ - first there was darkness!
But I say, first there was source, or the ¨tachyon field¨: GOD!
The scientific religion of quackedemic, and survival of the fittest adds up to nothing
but darkness, and has no philosophical validity!
For in metaphysics of the universe today, darkness is nothing but absence of light,
and there also is no ¨darkness particle. ¨
Light does however not come into view unless there is matter for it to be seen.
Interesting? The vast vacuum of space is darkness and light, but you only see
darkness. Also, if the universe-theory was correct, all would be white in the sky, as
stars permeate the universe. Dark unseen matter, according to the quantum stringtheory of multidimensional universe, constitute 91% of our universe.
Does darkness hold us together? Let`s rename it white matter.
These scientists do however operate with 10-11 realms, which is interesting as the
Hermetic legacy of the Norse tree of life, the Kabbalah, and the Catholic seven
Heavens has known this for centuries, although it cannot be compared.
Muhammad also says there are seven Heavens.
Other scientists claim that a black hole draws energy into itself and spits it out
through a wormhole creating a sun (or suns) elsewhere. Connecting darkness and
light.
In darkness we contemplate, and rest in the night... Night gives us wisdom,
contemplation, and dreams when our brains process the vast information given
through the day. It is in the dark that you see, and feel nothing but yourself, shut off
from the world around you.
Learn to look inside, and contemplate in darkness…
It can be said that darkness works with light like with yin-yang in Taoism and zenBuddhism.
Light gives us bodily form, while darkness provides us with soul-form. Due to
Wagner-wave effect discovered on www.darkmatterwaves.com , our minds are more
in tuned to the spiritual, and intellectual activities during night.
Other scientists robbed mice from dreams but gave them sufficient sleep. What they
saw was stunning. The mice were useless!
It is concluded by esoteric scientists that our DNA-memory, our subconscious, AND
the ¨soul of our species¨ is downloaded through dreams (through the source-field).
Basically: Dreams teach animals what they need to know regarding how to hunt!
Psychoanalysis, psychology, and dreaming with the source-field - teaching children
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how to control your dreams (Lucid dreaming), and ascend higher dimensions through
preparations before sleep should be a part of every school of the spiritual. We
conclude darkness, and pain gives us wisdom.
Religions, wisdom, and mystery was passed down in the light of the campfire, or
mantlepiece through countless generations, giving us what we know of our ancestors
today.
The moon has been associated with wisdom from pre-history until today. Saturn, the
planet of Darkness, is also the creator-god in almost all ancient antique religions.
El, Allah, Anu, Saturn, Chronos etc. It is said that since this is the dimension of
decay/death – where life dies, unlike higher dimensions, this Earth is astrologically
ruled by Saturn – the Death-Star, or ¨Lord of the Rings¨.
This is the darkness of light...
Is darkness ugly? Deep sea fishes like the angler fish once looked into the mirror and
wondered if it was God`s creation at all, if not Satan`s creation…???
I like to pull that joke at certain creationists at times.
We clearly live in a world of polarities.
Sacred geometry, phi, and the golden triangle is seen in all of the animal kingdom.
But where is sacred geometry in the monsters of the deep sea? We scientifically
conclude that darkness IS ugly…
Furthermore, the world of scientists, and psychologists concede that the more
positive thoughts, and emotions you have: The longer will you live, and the healthier,
and more beautiful will you become.
Positive thinking, and happiness, for instance orgasm - releases endorphins that are
good for your body. It also supports healthy chakras and auras, which the Hindus
have known for millennia.
Darkness, depression, and lack of love can kill you. Science has proven that lack of
emotional contact, emotional outlet, physical contact, and even love can all make you
sick.
Babies actually need love to survive. Jewish babies Hitler nursed away from their
mothers died seemingly supernaturally from lack of love even when ALL the physical
conditions were met. That`s a fact.
What an incredibly cruel thing to do. It is unthinkable to any upright human.
Darkness must be dispelled by light which in the form of truth, sincerity and warmth.
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The Lucifer effect, and the problem of evil in regards to love and light.
The Lucifer effect is a term in psychology determining how very good people become
evil.
In general, if you are the Lucifer (Jesus was worshipped as the Morning-Star), and
Lucifer is ascended (like Jesus), then Lucifer =Love and light= life = lust=
laughter/bliss= love and light. Continuing. The 6 l`s. This is the circle of life. The
opposite of the law is the circle of death, which is ruled by loneliness, and is Lucifer
falling, creating the circle of death. The Egyptians were the first to figure this out and
banned Set/Satan worship, the God of darkness throughout history: Lucifer fallen is
The Egypto/Judaic Set/Satan of the black sun, whereas Lucifer risen is his brother
Osiris or Horus/Jesus of the day-sun. This is the earliest religious example of the socalled Lucifer effect.
The circle of death is Lucifer falling, which I copy from what happened in my personal
life.
Lucifer / fallen from Heaven = loneliness and shame anger depression = hatred and
revenge = helplessness = emptiness = sloth = poverty = despair = success = envy =
pride = greed = further revenge = unnatural lust, and all evils in the world: Darkness
and death.
Death is absence from God. Sin is in its ultimate form: Decay. Anything that leads us
away from the circle of life, love and light is death.
Satan is called the father of sin. Sin is exemplified in the seven deadly sins ruled by
loneliness.
We conclude that the opposite to love and life is death ruled by loneliness.
If we eliminate loneliness, and the resulting pains from the world, then we stop the
Lucifer effect! This is the key to the golden age.
Love and light can heal the world! And that is the mission of the high-tech, moralistic
age of Aquarius.
The mission of love and light is ending world poverty, famine, starvation and disease.
Ending all loneliness, and the pains it bring to others, by shining light of truth to the
very heart of the evil philanthropist George Soros!
And bring unity conscience.
For if we end all pain, and loneliness, then we end all that leads to sin. That is the
only way to fulfil the Biblical prophesies of a world without sin. Let me explain the
Lucifer effect in further detail.
As of today, the circle of loneliness (otherwise called the circle of hatred) is fighting
the circle of life and rules the world. It is Lucifer fallen. It goes like this:
The innocent child is born. With desire for peace, truth, love and justice. Then
everything goes wrong. You lose all that is dear to you, and you lose your life, soul
and source: Heaven.
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The inner heart, and longing of the child does not change, but the way of obtaining
these goals are distorted.
Instead of obtaining peace, truth, love and justice through love, an inverted
philosophy of Hell replaces Heavenly logic.
A circle ruled by vengeance, bitterness, hatred, pain, greed and strife. An example
would be how the Jews seek peace through a mixture of demographics as revenge
for WW2. That is the perfect example of the circle of hatred, instead of healing
through forgiveness. The Jews taught ¨tooth for tooth¨, but Jesus answered them,
and said ¨turn the other cheek!¨ Love and forgive your enemies!
That is the eternal way. The other leads to eternal darkness…
The inverted logic of the dark side is: bad is good, peace is an illusion obtained
through war, and love only leads to hate.
The antagonist is born from a pure-hearted child losing his faith in God and humanity
through ¨falling from Heaven¨. His previous dreams of peace, truth, love and justice
become distorted by his fall to Hell.
That, my friend, is the age-old problem of evil in the school of philosophy. The
problem of evil is Lucifer falling.
Good becomes evil, and evil becomes good, through distorted perspective. ALL
becomes inverted.
Through lack of love and acknowledgement, love becomes purely sexual, selfish,
perverted and carnal (without a God). It is as simple as that.
But there is an even greater circle. The (sometimes called sacred) balance. The
circle of good VS evil. Yin vs yang. The balance. Karma.
And from this primordial war of brothers: The story of our universe unfolds. The
Egyptian tale of Set vs Horus is used in almost every movie-script. We see that
morale is born through good men observing the effects of the negative circle.
The law of Light is the universal code written in the stars for all civilizations to obtain
coherent thought (and ascension).
Can good or evil exist without each-other? That is, Heaven coming to Earth? Would
darkness cease to exist? No. There are still concepts of good, and evil in Heaven,
contrary to popular philosophy. Thus, in a world where the circle of life rules: Morale
will still exist, even if only a self-explanatory unwritten law on the heart of a child.
Why?
Let`s look at metaphysic philosophy and be smart. I argue that darkness is nothing in
itself. There are no particles creating darkness contrary to photons creating light.
Darkness is simply nothing: Merely absence of light.
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We can draw parallels to our love philosophy. Hate is the result of imperfect love.
There would be no hate if not for love. But wait a second. That also means there
would be no darkness without the light?
Lucifer falling is a natural by-product of God`s creation called light. And ask yourself
this. How could God be Holy, good, and righteous if there was no evil to judge???
Yet evil fell on its own volition, by expanding the conscience it had been given by
God.
For let`s say you sin. Was it God who sinned? No. Technically speaking, darkness
doesn`t exist, as it is a created being and not eternal, like God, thus goodness can
exist in Heaven and Earth without there being darkness/sin/evil. Jesus showed this
polarized world through a sinless life. Even after evil is defeated, and from before evil
began, God was good, good was eternal, and darkness non-existent. God/Good will
always recognize evil for what it is, even if there exists only good. But darkness can
not exist without light, as darkness is only a created being. Get what I`m saying? I
have much more to say on this topic, but I`ll rather leave you pondering, for my
conclusions are a bit controversial.
In this lecture we learnt that loneliness, Satan, the former cherub of Heaven, is the
father of all sin and progenitor of darkness through falling from Heaven.
But is has a deeper meaning that answers the question above.
Matter, death and time are intervowen composites of this dimension related to its
ruler: Satan who fell, and as a result: Expanding creation to the 3rd dimensional
realm: The world of yin-yang. The balance. But must the balance be kept? No. There
is no reason Heaven shouldn`t completely take over. Darkness doesn`t exist. Is
nameless, formless and deleted. Love and light is eternal. Darkness is just a biproduct of light, and cannot exist on it`s own: Satan can never take over Heaven or
win. It`s a lost cause.
Satan fought God over humanity and was later trapped on Earth through falling in
love with this realm, bringing yin-yang duality to the world. He, and his angels chose
to stay here to rule us as their slaves.
Is evil the result of goodness then? Yes. But at the same time: It is still only a choice.
These polar opposites rule – awaiting Lucifer ascending. The pyramid prophecy
completed, and the capstone of Giza completed, as great Enoch predicted.

Laughing at the Sabbatean Frankist Jesuit Illuminati.
When I was young, and first saw politics, I could not believe it was real. They HAD to
be evil, but I was too naïve, and pure-hearted to involve myself with it. It crushed my
spirit. But when I later found out about the Illuminati: I completely lost my hope in
humanity. I have been targeted by them all my life. I did research, but only from
Christian sources.
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NEVER jump into darkness to discover it`s truth. Expose darkness with the lense of
Christ. Expose darkness with light. For that is what the Illuminati is: The Darkness of
evil that will vanquish all life calls itself by the name Illuminati from latin lux which
means light. And people fall for it. If you ever research it: Read the books by Leo
Zagami, or Bill Schnoebelen so you get an honest, Christian perspective.
Let me first state a fact. There is no ¨aura of mystery¨ hanging over the false name of
¨Illuminati. ¨ There is no golden halo, or secret, appealing power in the name
Illuminati. The fact that they have resurfaced and popularized themselves is due to
the lack of morale in the population.
The Illuminati was BANNED, not to be tolerated, and if so, should be even MORE
hated today, considering the scope of their crimes.
But this is not what we see. They seem to have an appeal on both the young, and old
generation.
The question is: Do you want freedom, to be a warrior, to preach truth, to be a light,
give your children a better future, and achieve the goals as a hero of truth and
freedom? Or do you want to be a slave of superiors who doesn`t care about you.
Do you want to expose technology like fusion-reactors, free energy-devices, waterfueled hydrogen cars, levitation technology, and build a future where everyone is
happy? Or do you want to kill all nationality, culture, intelligence, advancement, and
bind humanity with the goal of reducing your own blood to a population of
500.000.000? Do you side with humanity, or do you side with war-brokers?
Do you want peace, love, and enlightenment, or do you want war and death? Let`s
see it as it is. The Illuminati is the darkness, not the light. It is a foreign, ancient
death-cult that I would even call ALIEN to human nature. Do you want to fall for
power, and sex when you could have cured cancer? When you could have saved
your people and humanity?
In fact: Illuminati members are degenerate victims themselves, to be thrown away by
the source-field, and discarded in the deleted folder of the Matrix: Hell. You want to
serve that?

The few at the top vs the people.
The Satanic, pyramidal structure of today is some idiocy of an inverted pyramid, and
it`s time we Christians take back the seven pinnacles of society the Illuminati operate
with: Culture (arts/entertainment), education, business, family, government, religion
and media.
Why is the pyramid-structure of secret occult societies inverted? For the one on top
laughs at those down below, and so does the ones above him. Why do they laugh?
Because as you advance, receiving the promised enlightenment, you are sold
darkness, not light.
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Once you reach the top, you become a member of the black brotherhood, and
discover the true purpose of the pyramid. Protecting the afterlife of the few at top. It
all started long ago with Vlad Tepes, and the order of the Dragon. One person sells
his soul to the devil, and boy, Satanism is not physically dead anymore. There is this
person who will try to eternalize his seat in Hell by creating an eternal structure either
through family (for instance royalty), business, lodges and/or false religion. The entire
pyramidal system misleads you from start and is exists only as a soul-farm for those
on top whose souls are sold.
A person who has sold his soul to the devil is a societal cancer, and will try to market
Satanism through lodge-degree systems as something true, just, philosophically
valid, humane, and enlightening while it`s not before you reach the top, and there is
no way back you realize you have been lied to all along, and that Satanism is dead
had it not been for the few on top whose lives are dedicated to lure other with them to
Hell in fear of the terrible afterlife.
Satan never reveals his true nature until you`re damned. That`s when you discover
he hates humanity, is evil, and has no purpose for you in Hell. But by then you`re
already damned, so those on top dedicate themselves to create world chaos and
exterminate humanity and Christianity.
And that`s why a revival exodus out of Babylon city-system is a MUST as described
in part 3 of this book. In general: We won`t stop the Lucifer effect, or the war until we
stop the pyramid - the system, through implementing a governing system of our own:
Either nationally or locally.
Until then: There world will always be in a state of chaos and war. It`s good vs evil.
Jesus vs the system. A system that will create growth for future chaos, war, famine,
poverty, and disease until the end of time: If it ain`t stopped. Stopped by a Christian
system of governance. The Kingdom of God. Which we must build.

Satanism is dead.
We covered how Lucifer`s curse is broken, and mankind is free, according to
Christianity in my book on Jesus. Satanism is thus spiritually dead, as mankind can
reach ascension.
Why is Satanism physically dead? For there are no race, or living person descended
from Nephilim condemned to Hell. The race of the damned is extinct, and that`s a
good thing. There is substantial archaeological skeletal remains of giants which
correspond to what we know from all mythologies. Who then is there to further the
Lucifer effect, and rule humanity through the circle of hatred? I guess the biggest
problem of today is corruption through riches and sex.
But the circle of love sets us free! For we will distribute love/understanding and
enlightenment/unity against ALL polarities of the world! What then remains as the
reason for Pain? None.
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Satanism is also philosophically dead. For: Whereas it once was the only true religion
unless you could obtain salvation through the Mosaic covenant, it ended when Jesus
came along.
Why was Satanism the only religion? For if the pagan tribes were damned anyhow,
why then would they worship God? They belonged in Hell. Why would anyone want
to go to Hell? It`s dimension is defined as void of the feeling of love, and is an eternal
state of anxious fear, tears, and hatred towards God.
Let`s summarize the illusion that ¨Hell is cool¨: A chaotic court of MAD JESTERS &
GIANTS rule Hell. Ok??? Is that clear? Total endless hysteria, violence, screams and
chaos. No humans rule there.
Or: Would Satan fire his trusted workers of a million years, and replace them with
you: A dumb human? I will tell you my great secret: Hell make certain that every
human on Earth has their guardian demons. They are as organized as Heaven and
become perfect after millions of years in the game.
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Chapter 5: The Noble path.
My path towards enlightenment:
From I first started school, I was always protecting the weak. I earned the teachers
love, and respect for integrating all the outcasts at school. I knew what it was like to
be different. I would protect my friends, the immigrants, and my girlfriend! I was the
first kid in class to have a girlfriend.
When I reached puberty, I was already fully mentally grown. I probably cared more
about politics than anyone in town and discussed the news for two hours every day in
class. Mostly monologue. As I became mentally disturbed the year after, it is hard for
me to think back on what I lost. For I, the Buddha started my path.
I first sought the path of wisdom throughout all elementary school. I was an incarnate
ascended master and could preach endlessly on all Christ`s parables which I read
every night. Wisdom puts oneself low, connects with nature, and helps the weak AND
strong. Wisdom is a diplomat. I was called ¨the diplomat¨ by the teacher, and of all
the 600 children in school, I certainly was the one who climbed the most trees and
spent the most time in the forest nearby. Along with my girlfriend.
But as I grew enlightened and reached puberty: I saw the corruption of the world and
was frightened to death. I then followed the path of power for 1 year, attaining much
knowledge of how to change this world, and basically save it, but that was not the
path for me.
I then sought the path of the Buddha. The path of my childhood, and the path of
Jesus. This is the path of self-denial, losing all desires, losing all ego, and attaining
satisfaction through the middle-path. Living a normal life.
For the corruption, and ignorance of the world was terrifying, and I decided the
people were unworthy of my teachings. I would not step up to be the Christ I knew I
was. Life was terrifying, and I knew something was off.
This became a path of loneliness, and the before-mentioned cycle of hatred. It led to
depression, sloth, and eventually extreme spiritual death and ignorance. Yet I was
not sleeping. Only acting. Only following my path of wisdom. For the teachings of
Jesus, and the Old Testament is that of the Buddha. Of putting yourself low, being
faithful in tiny details, and let the elders speak first. Yet all ignored me.
My path was wisdom. Their path was ignorance, envy, ego, corruption, conspiracy
and oppression. I was alien. They were earthlings. They mocked me, and I knew it. I
just took it, acted accordingly to their perceived ideas, and decided this world did not
deserve a Savior. Yet I was not asleep.
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My path, and philosophy is recorded in diaries I kept writing every week from I was
13. I knew I was an enlightened sage and quit school. My lifelong dream was to be a
world-teacher and civilizer. When would they repent?
But they did not repent, nor did they understand the Buddha, the alien prince from
Heaven. Instead: They all fledged to the dark-side, and viciously attacked me in the
biggest disgrace of modern history. I played their fool all along.
It was a test to me. I had already passed judgement and realized our difference when
I was 9. Everything since then was a test of their species as enlightened master.
When would they love me? Would they see me? I was very curious. I knew they were
worthless ego`s without souls, but… When would the path of pain end?
Throughout this path: I became, and discovered all darkness, and the reality of life:
Death, disease, mental illness, poverty, despair, depression, and all pain. Just as I
had sought to find. It was all because my accusers weren`t enlightened.
Then followed the dark night of the soul. I had 6 years of losing everything. The terror
a single day of these years is too terrible to even speak.
But then I rose and chose to be prince Buddha. I returned to my childhood
conscience of Christhood and found bliss. Why?
For I had lost all lust, all carnal desires for wealth, fame, money, success, popularity,
and had not watched porn, or movies for years and months. After painful experience
and total loss of ego comes true peace. I would even go as far as to say ¨those who
have not experienced true pain can never experience true peace. ¨
Pain taught me to shed all temporary assets, and earthly emotions. I would dedicate
all my time, and money to selfless service, book-writing, and enlightening the public. I
started evangelizing almost every day.
It was when I sat down to analyse my life that I discovered the same as the Buddha
before me, and returned to my preincarnate, childlike state of a content, loving,
enlightened master with a huge pink aura. I had not been myself since I was a child
and fell ill after discovering the conspiracy.
I had frozen in a prison of shame, fear, and hopelessness over never daring to start
climbing the towering wall of complexities, every stone representing a problem, or
accusation against myself. I discovered I had gone through a middle-age-crisis of
depression ever since I became enlightened as a child!
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I had since gone through life in distress without finding a single likeminded friend or
connecting to any church or family. I followed my path to the end. The only friends I
ever had were some Jews that adopted me in 2012. But I have always considered all
of humanity my children and family.
I now have experienced all Gods, all mental states, all pain, and all bliss as I had
chosen zealously: To test them out and follow the path of Pain formerly mentioned in
the Lucifer effect.

The Aryan path of Buddha
Buddhism is a valid religion. Tibetan Buddhists transform into the Rainbow body,
which is a scientific, documented fact. My spiritual liberation unto Heaven after the
dark night of the soul left me enlightened with no anger, no lust, and no sadness. I
had surrendered everything to God, death, and accepted the inevitable. I no longer
had even the slight urge to defend myself in speech or win an arguments against
liars and hypocrisy unlike any other I`ve met.
I had become peace, love and light. The innate enlightenment through knowledge
gave me bliss so that even if the entire world slandered against me, it could not harm
me even if I was the only one who believed in myself.
My contentment, and mystical union with God, myself, and the universe led me down
the same path of the Buddha. I had lost my princely kingdom so to speak. Just as the
Buddha lost his kingdom for the sake of enlightenment. But I had found blissful
contentment in the daily gifts God bestowed upon me. The garden. The weather.
Prahna. And I became a breatharian.
Mystical union with the all: God: The ether. Source. The ability to help others far
exceeded any urge I had previously had, and pain had trained me to focus all my
libido/energy for the sake of humanity so I no longer even had the slightest sexual
urge, or any unclean thought for months.
Matter is death, but the world is dualistic. Yin-yang. The middle path is good for man,
and thus I was enlightened, and created the enlightened law of Love and Light.
For to the devotee, it is spirit that truly matters. I am not kidding. Follow in mine,
Christs, and other bodhisattva`s footsteps, and be enlightened. May the knowledge
of Jesus in this book, and the truth of the scriptures be revealed to you, so your mind
turns to blissful light, and unites with the Him in this age of Aquarius.
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Yet be serious as generals in your fight against evil, realized through the experience
of pain. For darkness learns to love the light, just as a cold-blooded reptile gets warm
in the Sun.
It was in 2016 I first became enlightened and rediscovered the lost law of love and
light, and the meaning of life: Karmic recuperation. Remember this.
I knew not of Buddhism at the time but looked on into the Lucifer mystery and what
Jesus did on the cross and said: THAT is the greatest historical example of anyone
paying/escaping karma and was fully enlightened ever since.
Although Buddhism stresses the escape from karma and reincarnation, I do however
not believe in reincarnation. Only those who live outside the knowledge of Jesus, and
the previously discussed covenants of Judeo-Christendom might reincarnate, but
we`ll need a team of scientists on that one. It is a controversial nut which I discuss in
my book on Jesus and Lucifer.
It is however true that all that goes around, comes around, and there is reincarnation.
Of soul aspects yes. For this universe is an electric, duplicating fractal matrix. What
evil, or good you do in life will affect others.
Would it not be wonderful if we could start a monastic village, and all wear kimonos?
I would follow, and practice my religion if I could, but I am in a bind, and must walk
the middle-way. The golden middle-way is what we enlightened say is wise for the
every-day man. It lies between spirituality (carnal detachment) and materialism
(carnal enrichment). Both Hindus and Buddhists believe in what they call ¨Dharma¨ or
life-path. The personal road through life. While Hinduists believe that one`s dharma
and Gods is up for each individual to decide, Buddhists believe that Siddhartha
Gautama (The Buddha with a capital B) chose the right dharma path for elect to
follow. Why religion? Why follow Buddha, Hinduism or dharma? Both Hinduism and
Buddhism believe dharma is the path to ascension towards the afterlife, mostly
through karmic recuperation which we touched upon.
I have already miraculously followed these eight steps most of my life, except from
being a Buddhist monk, or doing the Buddhist meditation. And so have many
Christians, which is why I include the Buddha`s teachings, as they are true, eternal,
and are identical to Christ`s teachings. Perhaps I will continue, unless I meet a
potential spouse. These are however the eight steps to reach physical detachment
which are too similar to Christ`s teachings, as not to be included in this book.
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The eight Buddhist practices in the Noble (Aryan) Eightfold Path are:
1. Right View: our actions have consequences, death is not the end, and our
actions and beliefs have consequences after death. The Buddha followed
and taught a successful path out of this world and the other world (Heaven
and underworld/Hell). Later on, right view came to explicitly include karma
and rebirth, and the importance of the Four Noble Truths, when "insight"
became central to Buddhist soteriology.
2. Right Resolve: the giving up home and adopting the life of a religious
mendicant in order to follow the path, this concept aims at peaceful
renunciation, into an environment of non-sensuality, non-ill-will (to loving
kindness), away from cruelty (to compassion). Such an environment aids
contemplation of impermanence, suffering, and non-Self.
3. Right Speech: no lying, no rude speech, no telling one person what another
says about him, speaking that which leads to salvation;
4. Right Conduct: no killing or injuring, no taking what is not given, no sexual
acts, no material desires.
5. Right Livelihood: beg to feed, only possessing what is essential to sustain
life;
6. Right Effort: guard against sensual thoughts, this concept, states Harvey,
aims at preventing unwholesome states that disrupt meditation.
7. Right Mindfulness: never be absent minded, being conscious of what one is
doing. This encourages the mindfulness about impermanence of body,
feeling and mind, as well as to experience the five aggregates (skandhas),
the five hindrances, the four True Realities and seven factors of awakening.
8. Right samadhi: practicing four stages of meditation (dhyāna) culminating into
unification of the mind.
The Pali term ariyo aṭṭhangiko maggo is typically translated as "Noble Eightfold
Path".
The phrase does not mean the path is noble, rather that the path is of the noble
people (arya means an enlightened, noble, or precious people).
The term maggo (Sanskrit: marga) means "path", while aṭṭhangiko means "eightfold".
Thus, an alternate rendering of ariyo aṭṭhangiko maggo is "eightfold path of the noble
ones", or "eightfold Aryan Path".
This is the noble path of the Aryan people. The high-caste of Earth population as
exemplified in the Hinduistic belief where the Heaven-Tribe once ruled and created
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the Hindu religion. The Aryan path is exemplified in the peaceful, loving, nonaggressive statistical behaviour of the native Aryan-European populace.
It`s time we return to India. Because our lands are flooded with mongrels.
Our sexual crime rates are still 10-1 compared to Muslim immigrants in all
Scandinavian countries. It is time the people of the light remembered who they are,
and where they came from. The Indo-European descendants of civilized Atlantis.
While the Muslims believe in Islam, which was the scientific explanation of the
multiverse in the iron-age, despotic inhuman laws with no scientific philosophicspiritual validity, stone-age-conquest-propaganda, and medieval forgeries of the
Judaic religion by a man who couldn`t read: We civilized beings use our brains and
believe in love and light. If Islam is the religion of peace as it claims: What is the
religion of Buddhism? The religion of violence???
The question arises: Is there meditation in scripture, and ancient Judeo-Christian
practice? Of course, and quite a lot too, even in the liberal Pentecostal movements of
today! Just google meditation in the Bible or do a search on ¨soaking. ¨
For scripture encourage us to fast, meditate, and ¨pray without ceasing. ¨
In general: The Bible tells the Jews meditated upon God`s word, names, and rested
in His presence. History tells both ancient Jews, AND Christian mystics (early churchfathers) meditated for prolonged periods of time, following the teachings of Jesus.
Many early Christians went into caves to meditate for years, emerging with physical
light emanating from their bodies, following the true path of Christhood.
Why? Some people, like Joseph of Cupertino was seen flying by thousands up to the
very top of the Vatican spires. The principle idea similar to the Lung Gom Pa of the
Yellow-Cap Tibetan Buddhist mystery school. (The yellow Dragon). I once used this
force to walk over a small body of water.
Meditate to reach mystical union with God through meditating on His word, His love,
His beauty of creation, and filling yourself with UNCONDITIONAL LOVE, the vibration
of the Source-Field, until you reach mental, and spiritual bliss.
Although we are free in the Holy-Ghost mercy covenant, not all people are naturally
inclined to civilized behaviour. That is why codes, and laws like that of Buddhism, and
the ten commandments are necessary, unless all are ethically homogenous through
love and light so anarchy could work. The day comes when all are equal-minded, of
the same intelligence (at least in terms of spirituality). Christ, and the law of love and
light is the only way to world unity, the future Kingdom of God we discussed earlier.
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For peace to come, no polarities can exist. Jesus knew this, and united the world`s
pre-existing beliefs as messiah, which I discuss in the book on Jesus ritual.
Salvation comes through a personal relationship to Jesus, God, and the saints
through ascending conscience via the Holy-Ghost mercy covenant, but there still
must be laws for peace, and order in any society. Of course, there must be laws! So
what Christian laws are there for the world today?
I have written extensively on the subject in my book the Christian Path, although
there is much controversy among liberal and conservativ, I have prayed over this,
and present 15 combined laws for all Christians. I think you should order a copy.
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The Purpose of this book.
That`s it! I hope you liked my book, and the law of Source, Love and Light! May it
make you happier, healthier and manifest!
I believe this law is a prophecy of a future age where all the planet is Christian, and
live under unity, and will of the Holy Ghost. I am a prophet of that age and wrote this
book for a future where there is no more sin.
But we will have to eliminate sadness, shame, suffering, poverty, disease and
starvation first. What I know is that the words the Biblical prophets wrote 3000 years
ago is still being read. Who knows? Perhaps we will have achieved this Utopian
Kingdom of God in 2-3000 years?
I believe that I have founded a universal, eternal, scientific religion of the sacred
trinity of Source, Love and Light. (God, Holy Ghost and Jesus.)
I believe that the Gods/Elohim/aliens created mankind in their likeness, that Jesus
existed, set us free from the curse of DNA corruption by aliens, as I have explained in
my book: Jesus, and the ritual of the cross explained.
I believe that God, and Jesus exists in Heaven. Christ is our High Priest.
I believe that ascension/salvation can only come through a sin-less conscience in the
Holy Ghost – through a mystic, deep, intimate personal relationship to the divine
source-field which empowers you to reach ¨nirvana¨.
I believe God created the universe as theorized through the complexity of geometry,
math, the source field, atoms, molecules and life-forms.
I believe there are 13 dimensions of the universe.
I believe the curiosity surrounding Jesus becomes fancy when science proves
supernatural miracles done in his name.
I believe Buddhism have similar proofs of ascension such as through transforming
into the Rainbow Body, which I argue Jesus accomplished.
Thus, there might be many lesser Heavens for other ascended beings.
But I reject the theory of incarnation of soul, incarnation is only a fractal-universe
phenomenon, and I believe you only live once.
I only believe in what I can see, and produce with my logic, and believe un-scientific
and philosophically invalid religion (such as the religion of quackademics), false
religion, fruitless worship, ¨praying to the clouds¨, and Satanism should be illegal, and
a thing of the past.
I believe in a future sinless Kingdom of God as the Bible predicts.
I personally believe religious bondage through laws of strict religions like that of my
Christian childhood is foreign to the human, childish nature, and should be replaced
by the noble law of love and light: The sacred trinity of source, light and love, and the
nature of a child.
I believe that love, and light is the fundament of all needed morale, and societal
conduit.
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Appendix response to criticism of racism. The law of love and light is
not ¨racist¨, I just want to raise a resistance against the New World
Order.
None have called me a ¨racist¨ for identifying the blondes as the ¨chosen people¨ of
the law of love and light. All who know me know that I have always been a ¨white
negro¨ and often find the tune with immigrants much more so than most Europeans.
My best friends have always been immigrants, most of them part Jewish. Yet if such
accusations should arise, I write this last chapter. I will however say that it is my wish,
and the wish of all the immigrants I know, that the beautiful strong nation of people of
Norway continue to be the humanistic paradise far into the future. I have honestly
never met immigrants who would hate me for writing such literature as this book, but
then most of my friends are smart conspiracy theorists, and in the enlightened
brotherhood of conspiracy, there is hardly any ¨white and black¨.
I have tried my best to be scholarly factual and perfect in reasoning throughout this
book.
Being a philosopher author, I HAVE to draw all possible lines with nothing left out to
write a perfect book, or else someone simply comes after me and outdoes it. And ¨so
what¨ if I am a national patriot and obsessed with blondes to be chosen by some
ontological, metaphysical law of love and light. Wouldn`t that be a wonderful
alternative to how blondes see themselves today? White-trash? Surely God would
love to for them to see themselves as such, as he created them as to represent holy
light!
Blacks, African-Americans in particular, have unique qualities of strength, honour,
non-compromise, courage, etc, that are fantastically unparalleled, and another face
of God. I tend to say that God, and Jesus is reflected in all races as one, as Jesus
was Adam. Isn`t that a beautiful thought? I tend to say that Jesus was both white and
black, and I really mean it, of course…
If blue-eyed blodes are chosen by the eternal metaphysical law of source, love and
light, it is a good thing for sure, and they probably were so too back in Atlantis as
well, when this law ruled the Earth. So what? I rediscovered it. I happen to be
platinum-blonde myself, and should I be ashamed for trying to awake national
awareness against the NWO conspiracy??? All who know me know that I am as Jewish as they can get…
Know that there is no pride in my heart. No, I am actually serious… Know that there
is only love and responsibility. I am only an author playing with ideas against NWO
census, I AM serious, and if anyone dares become a racial supremacist or racist
because of MY law, that is; superficial belief in that ¨I have the right to enslave or
subjugate any other people group based on this or that¨, then my next book will be on
the heroic courage of Afro-centrism in America, which is fascinating btw, or the
intelligence of the Chinese, or the zealousness of Arabs.
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Although Jews are chosen by the Law of Moses, would you say that a Jew have
more worth than a white or black man??? It is ridiculous! I have never met a man
saying any such thing in my life! Bless those who are blessed, for it only implies a
greater responsibility. That goes for white, black, Hispanic, Asian or Arab, as Jesus
says…
You know that I am a Christian, and that I see all races and people as eternally,
INDEFINITELY worthful. Indefinitely. How can you say one eternal worth is more
worth than another eternal worth when our souls are eternal??? Jesus understood
this. Consider you see a black man and a white man in the lake of fire. Who would be
more of a burner?
C`mon. If you are blonde, and believe God has made you to symbolize holiness,
enlightenment, humanistic civilization, love and virtue, then that is a good thing and
simply implies more responsibility, not more worth.
Just like with someone being Jewish and undertake following a law..!
There is no difference.
I say it would be a GOOD thing if whites, particularly blondes, made a change from
materialism to spirituality, and I hope this book can make that change, as I believe
they are inclined to be so. All who know me know that I am a post-modern solutionist
ready to partake in any effort against the NWO, be it afro-centrism or white
nationalism!
A white man can be horrible, and a beggar can be the greatest of saints. Once again,
just read the Bible and let me quote Jesus who says things like ¨the least among you
is the greatest, the greatest shall be the servant, the first shall be the last, those who
loose their life shall find it¨, and says that a beggar can be greater before God than a
zealous priest, which was quite controversial at the time. These are things I have
lived by my entire life, so don`t tell me I`m a racist bigot.
I have experienced quite a lot of ((racial)) harassment myself, unknowingly, which is
a topic for another book, so I think it would be a good thing if blondes became
patriotic about their nature, sat themselves in respect, and did so for the better of this
world, of course in a non-racist, friendly fashion.
Blondes are after-all the most threatened minority alive, and it would sadden God to
loose a part of his most valued creation: Humanity, of whom all are brothers who
CAN co-exist and WILL co-exist. Period.
If you so are a blonde Nordic who see yourself chosen to carry a mantle of holiness,
responsibility and civilization under God by the ontological and metaphysical law of
Source, Love and Light, then I, and all other ethnicities anoint you lovingly in Christ to
carry that responsibility.
We all have our eternal worth’s, and if you see yourself chosen, it doesn`t mean that
you are of more worth, but simply carry a greater responsibility judged accordingly to.
Seriously, I`m not going to excuse myself for some ancient law I accidentally rediscovered. For once again, let me just quote the Bible. In the parables of the
laborers, and several other places, Jesus clearly states that talents, be it beauty,
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intelligence, or taking a mantle of responsibility such as this law implies, only means
God will demand more of you. Not that you are more worth.
Get it? When that is said, be a white-patriotic hero of legend, and God bless you!
God needs you…! Lol.

Ending words
I hope you learnt something positive, and that I awakened light and love!
Spread this word to others!
This book was first completed during midsummer eve 2018. It was written in
complete isolation without a single friend, or likeminded individual. Therefore, i only
have my own eyes to review, and edit it as nobody ever contacts me, discuss with
me, share my views, or ever read any of my eight books. I`ll take it as a compliment
to my own dimming intelligence.
Yet I hope the words of this book will survive the test of time, and be even more
actualized when the natives, and Christians become a minority. But for the teachings
of love and light, i hope they live until the end of time.
Sources
Primarily
The Bible.
The internet.
www.wikipedia.org – for almost all topics.
Comments by author:
As this was originally an online PDF file of my personal studies, I have not taken the
time to elaborate and re-discover sources for all my material.
I have long scraped the bottom of the conspiracy deep of the web, and my scientific,
ETHICAL, philosophical and religious interests bloomed in me from an early age.
Thomas Edison they called out to me, loudly, in class when I reached 10, and I was
popular with the girls too!!!
When I was 11, I already headed into the realm of politics, a writing career (due to my
fluent English which I learnt in only 6 months as a missionary at Hawaii) , and sent a
letter to George Bush, planning to literally take over the world.
By the time I was 12, my head cracked down on itself, I lost my girl, my will, was SO
afraid, could not take it, cursed the world, made firearms, hand grenades, etc and
never thought for music or any career ever again, bitter as I was against life, my
enemy, as I isolated myself in fear.
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I went to every Church, but could not find my home, and was persecuted by
Christians. The walls I`d built fell over me when I was 22, and I was diagnosed
paranoid schizophrenic, albeit with a high IQ, because of the bullying and slander, a
post-traumatic breakdown from arrested emotional development (AED).
I was sick for many years, but when I finally broke free, I decided: Why not use my
knowledge (that I had mostly memorized from meeting very many interesting
persons) , so I wrote a total of 10 books in about 2 years, some under a pen-name.
Take it or leave it. I have given you all the clues for you to research material of these
theories which are widely known and debated online, such as Christian near death
experiences, the Source-Field, the Mazzaroth, alternative Genesis (a set of creator
Elohim, research Miceal Ledwith), and all the religious theories, etc, which floods the
internet. Take my word for it: When I check, I always, always triple check, I`m a
hardcore guy, I don`t buy stuff, and am not easily tricked, bitter as I became, but after
writing the GRRRRR series, I feel better…
My search for God`s name exemplifies my zeal for truth, contrary to all other authors
out there who sell books claiming ¨God`s name is Ahayah Yahuah¨, etc…!!!
(Research Nehemia Gordon, etc) I hope for humanity`s sake that someone wake up
and start writing about the topics I have discussed, in this disillusioned time.
Going through all my resource material would take ages, and I plan on making music
and living away from the pc-screen for a while, and as I said, it is my intention for you
to research these topics yourself. But if I could personally choose only 6 books, in
addition to the Bible, to have for the rest of my life, I think you know the answer. The
truth has been told! Spread it!
Thank you sincerely.
Thomas Eidsaa copyright 2019.
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